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Abstract 
Computational processes are becoming ever more complex and computationally expensive in 
modern robotics and advanced automation. Robotic social interaction is an important and 
developing area in modern robotics that involves complex and computationally intensive processes 
which operate on a range of computational time scales. One of the key challenges in social robotics 
is for robots to react quickly, in real-time, to maintain genuine sociability with humans. A novel 
solution for speeding up robotic reaction times is through the use of dynamic load distribution and 
parallelisation of robotic behaviours within a distributed control framework. This project aims to 
enhance computational performance in social robotics by developing a novel computational 
distribution paradigm (CDP), which is a software platform that manages load distribution and 
parallelisation while maintaining distributed control and dependencies of functional abilities for a 
mobile robot. The CDP provides dynamic load-balancing and parallelisation of processes across a 
multi-scale hardware hierarchy that caters for various computational time scales and also enables 
access to scalable, high performance computing resources, the Internet and external functional 
capabilities. Multi-scale and hierarchically based aspects of distributed computing are used by the 
CDP where trade-offs are made between computational speed, physical size and financial costs. 
Trade-offs, found in the design of traditional computing hardware, can also be applied to robotic 
cognition due to the inherent similarities of embodied computational performance and traditional 
computing characteristics. Despite the project’s focus towards robotic social behaviours, the CDP 
can be applied to computational processes running on any combination of computational hardware 
grouped by a network, including embodied mobile devices. 
The CDP was designed and implemented as a software platform with an application programming 
interface using Aldebaran’s Nao robot as the robot platform. Interactive human-robot social 
behaviours that involved sound localisation and object recognition were implemented with the CDP 
using the full range of a computational hardware hierarchy to demonstrate the CDP’s functionality. 
The social behaviour experiments showed that distribution architectures for mobile robotic 
platforms were beneficial in improving the performance of robot computation and enabling 
increased functionality in some situations. The developed CDP solved, at the most basic levels, the 
problem of dynamic load distribution and parallelisation for robotic behaviours within a distributed 
control framework and provides a new approach to implementing robot behaviours. 
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1 
1 Introduction 
Computational processes are becoming ever more complex and computationally expensive in modern 
robotics and advanced automation. Recent developments in social robotics, an emerging field in 
modern robotics, have shown that increasingly complex and computationally intensive processes that 
also operate on a range of computational time scales are required. Subsequently, one of the key 
challenges of mobile, autonomous and social robots is computational performance to enable rapid 
response times in order to provide genuine sociability. To improve computational performance in 
social robotics, this thesis describes the design and implementation of a novel computational 
distribution paradigm (CDP), a software platform that is able to dynamically distribute computational 
processes across a multi-scale hardware hierarchy and optimise it for performance. The hardware 
hierarchy, available via a network, can be used by the CDP to automatically load balance and 
parallelise robotic cognitive processes, thereby alleviating computational overload on any particular 
hardware and also providing redundancy resilience. The CDP allows mobile robots to have access to 
computational resources and functional capabilities far beyond their own embodied hardware. The 
additional capability subsequently enables mobile robots to have faster performance, more robustness 
and better functional capabilities when computing on a hardware hierarchy managed by a CDP.  
Traditionally, distributed systems found in industrial control systems (ICS), web application services 
and distributed robotics have statically allocated computational processes across heavily configured 
hosts and computing infrastructure. Dynamic load balancing is typically not performed in these 
distributed systems and thus is limited to static hardware. Some control systems do have rudimentary 
dynamic process distribution but it is usually restricted to system redundancy and disaster recovery 
purposes and not necessarily for load balancing. Distributed systems in high performance computing 
(HPC) and some cloud platform services, however, are specifically designed for massive parallel 
computation where processes are dynamically distributed on hosts based on computational load or 
load balancing incoming application traffic. These processes that run in parallel in a processing farm 
environment are strictly independent, non-interactive and do not have distributed control
1
 logic, unlike 
robot behaviours. The underlying implementation of robot social behaviours can be functionally 
modularised and can require distributed control as well as dynamic load balancing and parallelisation 
of processes. The CDP aims to address dynamic load balancing and parallelisation by providing 
                                                 
1
 Distributed control refers to the general disaggregation of control logic and modular components across multiple 
machines, processors or other physical hardware. 
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developers with a software platform to implement robotic social behaviour mechanisms that are 
capable of being dynamically distributed and parallelised while maintaining distributed control.  
This chapter describes the key challenge of enabling fast reaction times in social robotic behaviours 
and the need for a distribution paradigm that uses a hardware hierarchy for supporting the vast range 
of computational time-scales required in social robotics. Section 1.1 describes the importance and 
relevance of fluid and commercial grade social robotics in modern robotic advancements. Section 1.2 
discusses the critical relationship between fast response times and genuine robot social interactivity 
and is followed by Section 1.3 which describes the varying computation time scales in computing and 
robotic cognition. Autonomous robot control architectures are discussed in Section 1.4 and leads into 
Section 1.5, which describes distributed and cloud computing systems being applied in robotics and 
serves as a foundational rationale to the approach used by the CDP. The research challenge is 
subsequently described in Section 1.6 which discusses the research gaps and limitations in current 
distributed and cloud robotics systems and various methods to address these issues. Section 1.7 
describes the approach and rationale in developing the CDP to solve the computational time scale 
challenges in social robotics and the benefits of using distributed control and cloud architectures. The 
document outline is provided in Section 1.8.  
1.1 Social Robotics in the Modern Robotics Revolution 
For the first time in history, the developments of robots
2
 that interact with humans in normal, familiar 
contexts has become a technological possibility [1]. The majority of our waking hours are spent 
engaging in social interactions [2] and inherently, social robotics would be, if not already, an integral 
part of the modern robotics revolution. Mitsunaga et al., who developed a humanoid social robot 
called Robovie [3], also believe that robots will eventually take an active part of our daily lives and be 
expected to have the social skills necessary for interacting with people in addition to their ability to 
perform tasks [4]. In some respects, social robotics is a derivation of human computer interaction 
(HCI). Commercial applications such as Siri, a conversational voice-enabled personal assistant 
available on the recent models of Apple devices, can be considered to be providing intelligent 
“sociability” [5]. To date, Siri provides a functional, commercial-grade, human-computer interface 
through speech and is a step closer to providing that natural, intuitive human-to-human interaction 
consumers would instantly recognise.  
                                                 
2
 The term “robots” used in this thesis document loosely refers to any robot that has the ability to interact with humans in a 
social manner unless explicitly qualified or described.  
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Research into social robotics is relatively new and is still going through a phase of discovery and 
refinement of scientific methods and goals in how social robots can be evaluated or be effective in 
relation to human nature [6]. Honda’s Advanced Step in Innovative Mobility (ASIMO) is currently 
recognised as the world’s most advanced humanoid robot [7] and is able to run at 9 km/h, hop on one 
leg, talk, learn sign language, walk stairs and generally exhibits amazing fluidity and speed of 
movements. Despite not being available for the mass consumer market, ASIMO is primarily built as a 
social robot that functions in real-life environments. Project head of the ASIMO development team 
Satoshi Shigemi says:  
“ASIMO's future mission is to serve humans as an assistant and companion. Our 
dream is for ASIMO to learn to ‘read’ human emotion to give people comfort and 
fulfilment while enhancing safety and convenience.” [8] 
Consumer social robotics is similarly new but there have been marketplace breakthroughs such as 
Sony’s AIBO which was first introduced in 1999 as a companion-entertainer pet dog robot (Aibo 
means “companion” in Japanese). AIBO was one of the first high-end robots targeted for the home 
and was even capable of playing robot soccer. In 2006, Carnegie Mellon University inducted AIBO 
into its Robot Hall of Fame claiming that it represented the most sophisticated product ever offered 
into the consumer robot market place [9]. Other potential social robotics products, such as JIBO [10], 
(see Figure 1) have promised to provide functional usefulness in addition to the sociability. JIBO is 
currently a working prototype but is marketed as the world’s first family robot and is an example of 
the breakthrough progression of social robotics in the consumer domain. The life-like rotary motions 
and functional conversational abilities of JIBO have begun to upgrade and exemplify consumer 
perceptions and expectations of social robots.  
 
Figure 1. The JIBO family robot [10] (used with permission). 
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1.2 The Importance of Fast Response Times in Social Robotics 
A key requirement for social robots is to react and perceive in real-time, as shown by Movellan et al. 
through social interactive experiments with their developed Rubi humanoid robot [2]. In general for 
human-computer interaction, it has been established that a computer should take no more than 100 to 
200 milliseconds to respond to a key-press or other similar action made by the user [11]. Rapid 
response times were also desired in the biorobotic rat social experiments where the , Intelligent Rat 
Animat Technology (iRat) [12], a rat-sized robot, required abilities to initiate interactions and respond 
in behaviourally meaningful ways to the natural behaviours of the real rats [13]. Despite other 
important aspects of social robotics, such as artificial emotion, these stringent response-time 
requirements are naturally expected of robots when they interact with humans or animals in the real 
world. Robots that do not meet the desired response time requirements, namely within the 100 to 200 
millisecond time range, would not be deemed sociable or interactive by human standards. Human 
response time requirements and their psychophysiological aspects are discussed in more detail in 
Section 2.1.  
1.3 Computational Time Scales in Computing and Robotic Cognition 
Computational time scale requirements exist on multiple levels within the vast range of social robotic 
behaviours and their underlying computation. A simple motor control used for a mobile robot with 
wheels to move forward has a fast computational time scale and is in contrast to other more 
complicated functions such as face recognition, which can run enormously slower. If the mobile robot 
detects an obstacle, typically the motor processes can respond quickly enough to stop. However, if the 
robot was tasked to recognise a person’s face, it usually responds in the order of multiple seconds 
which is in huge contrast to a human’s expectation of within 200 milliseconds, and that includes 
whether the facial recognition is accurate as well.  
In traditional computing, the memory hierarchy is an example of a hierarchical architecture where the 
hierarchy trades-off between physical size, speed and financial cost. The memory hierarchy progresses 
from fast, small and expensive CPU cache, to main memory and finally, to slow, large and relatively 
cheap disk storage. A functional hierarchy can also be implemented in a software design pattern such 
as the three-tier architecture [14], which is an architecture typically used in web applications that 
separates the presentation, logic and data components into tiers. The computational time scales vary 
according to the functions provided by a particular tier and also where the tier is processed or hosted. 
A software hierarchy can be implemented within a multi-tier architecture such as database cache [15] 
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where it provides essentially the same functionality as the actual database but at a closer locality to the 
application logic, thereby allowing faster database transactions.  
Similar to the memory hierarchy, a computational hardware hierarchy, connected by a network, that 
makes the same trades-off between physical size, speed and financial cost can be used to support 
processes of varying computational time scales. Processes responsible for fast reflex behaviours 
typically run on the low-end of the hardware hierarchy capable of fast computational time scales. 
Likewise, computationally intensive processes responsible for performing complex operations 
typically run on the high-end of the hardware hierarchy. Modern commercial systems such as ICSs 
and web application services have a model of allocating processes to the respective hardware based on 
their computational complexity and functionality. Process allocation to particular hardware is static 
and load balancers are usually employed to distribute incoming application traffic across a cluster 
computer system as opposed to physically shifting a process to other hardware. In HPC systems, 
however, processes are dynamically spawned across the system based on hardware availability and 
computational load. Processes run on an HPC system are strictly independent as distributed control 
logic is not required or typically not feasible within strict parallelisation constraints. If distributed 
control is required, it would be performed in conjunction or outside of the HPC environment. There is 
currently no software platform or framework that is explicitly designed to enable both dynamic and 
distributed state-based control and parallelisation in an infinitely scalable HPC environment or 
hardware cluster. Section 1.5 further elaborates on the role and importance of parallel and scalable 
computing for distributed and cloud systems in robotics. 
1.4 Robotic Artificial Intelligence and Control Design are Critical for Performance 
The design and organisation of artificial intelligence (AI) for autonomous robots is recognised as a 
problem that needs to be solved in order to successfully implement a robot control system [16]. The 
main requirements of robot AI include that intelligence be reactive to dynamic aspects of the 
environment, that a mobile robot operates on time scales similar to those of animals and humans, and 
that intelligence be able to generate robust behaviour in the face of uncertain sensors, an unpredicted 
environment, and a changing world [16]. The organisation of AI for robots to perform at the same 
time scales of animals and humans highlights the significance of robot control architectures to be 
capable of supporting fast computational performance. This significance also overlaps with the 
necessity of fast response times required of autonomous robots performing social tasks as previously 
discussed in Section 1.2.  
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As robotic cognition becomes more complicated, it becomes increasingly necessary to define a robot 
control architecture and specifically, to modularise robot control to smaller, more maintainable 
functional pieces. Modularising control functions can be seen as synonymous with modular 
programming; a software design technique that separates program software into independent, 
interchangeable modules, such that each module is self-contained to execute only one aspect of the 
desired functionality [17]. Each module interface depicts the functional elements that are provided and 
required by the module. These elements that are defined through the interface can be recognised by 
other modules and thus can be used together to construct more complex functions.  
A type of modularised control design is subsumption architecture (introduced by Brooks [18]), which 
is a distributed robot control methodology that implements robot behaviours in small, self-contained 
blocks of logic aggregated into a hierarchy of the overall system to implement new functions. Brooks 
suggested that behaviours should be able to be decomposed into simple blocks in order to have a 
cascading control system effect. Being self-contained, each logic block incorporates a complete 
system of sensor inputs and output control. A fine-grained alternative to subsumption architecture [19] 
has also been implemented but does not differ to the fundamentals of Brooks’ original design. Note 
that subsumption architecture, a distributed robot control paradigm, is slightly different to a control 
paradigm for distributed autonomous robots, such as a distributed coordination architecture used for 
multi-robot formation control [20]. To be more specific, distributed control in autonomous robots
3
 can 
be a combination of disaggregated modular control components and collaborative control, where 
multiple sources share control of a single robot, and the physically distributed and cooperative aspects 
of multi-agent systems. These various characteristics of distributed robot control have intersecting 
concepts and applications and at least, collaborative control can also be viewed as being closely 
related to subsumption control architectures [21]. An example of the application of distributed robotic 
control concepts is where Nakashima et al. demonstrated their more flexible version of Brooks’ 
subsumption architecture, called dynamic subsumption architecture [22], in a multi-agent system that 
played soccer. Some success was achieved with the layers or sub-component logic blocks being 
dynamically reconfigurable but Nakashima et al. conceded that a more sophisticated model was 
required for higher level tasks such as team formations. This thesis project does not consider multi-
agent collaboration to be within scope but instead focuses on the inherent contributions of 
computational clusters formed by multi-agent systems, which can be viewed as a type of cluster 
computing system (as briefly described in Section 1.3).  
                                                 
3
 Throughout this thesis, and unless otherwise explicitly described or stated, distributed control in autonomous robots is 
essentially equivalent to distributed robot control and similar phrases that describe disaggregated control logic of robots at 
any level, whether it be internal logic components or a distributed multi-robot system. 
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Complex tasks and operational environments and the fast time scales in which robots should react are 
ongoing issues for all robot control architectures and the computational hardware that support them. 
Some control architectures focus on multi-agent coordination but current robot control architectures, 
like the subsumption architecture and its variations, are not being explicitly applied to distributed 
control systems or taking advantage of scalable computational hardware. However, recent 
developments in distributed and cloud computing for robotics have begun to unify robot control and 
allow massively scalable and parallel computing as a general solution to robot control architecture.  
1.5 Distributed and Cloud Computing in Robotics 
Distributed systems are an important part of robotics due to functional similarities involving 
networked machines that communicate and coordinate their actions by passing network messages. 
Distributed control system paradigms such as Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA), a 
type of ICS, provides control and monitoring of remote physical equipment, typically from a central 
location [23]. Examples of real-world industrial SCADA systems can be found in rail control [24], 
power generation and chemical plants [23]. Commercial applications such as web browsers that 
connect to web servers to display web pages would also be considered a distributed system due to 
their client-server architecture. Fundamentally, a group of networked mobile robots can also be 
defined as a distributed or SCADA system but with variations in the human control and interface 
aspects. Distributed computing can also provide massively scalable computational power (in the form 
of cluster or cloud computing), load balancing and redundancy resilience capabilities for any 
computer system. Redundancy resilience is particularly useful for safety critical systems where 
processes can have complete state recovery on another hardware device or system should the 
hardware that the live instance is currently running on fails. Distributed computing designs can be 
modified to cater for data storage and synchronisation, like Apple’s iCloud [25], and various 
configurations of process parallelisation found in instances of HPC such as graphics processing unit 
(GPU) clusters [26]. Distributed computing architectures also allow for a hardware hierarchy that 
supports a vast range of computational time scales.  
Modern mobile robot systems are distributed systems, and their designs can have enormous 
heterogeneity in terms of hardware, operating systems, communication protocols and programming 
languages [27]. It is generally believed that future autonomous robots that perform complex tasks in 
the real world will require massive parallelisation of their AI that is conceptually and physically 
separate to the physical robot embodiment, otherwise known as “remote-brained robots” [28]. 
Applying distributed computing paradigms to robotics, and particularly robot control architectures, 
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allows for coordinated control and information sharing to autonomous robots that were previously 
singular and isolated. The application of distributed computing in robotics has also been termed 
“Cloud Robotics” [29] where a cloud infrastructure, also a form of distributed computing, orchestrates 
the backend robot compute, storage and communication operations via wireless networking. Onboard 
computation on a robot entails additional power requirements, which may constrain robot mobility, 
reduce operating duration, and increase costs [30]. Hence, robots can use a backend cloud 
infrastructure to handle massive compute and storage capabilities far beyond its embodied hardware 
and have ready access to ever-expanding Internet resources. However, current cloud robotic 
implementations are statically tiered, with only the robot and the cloud tiers, and are also limited to 
static allocation of computational processes, which severely inhibits its resourcefulness in scenarios 
where dynamic load distribution and parallelisation is required. For robots to achieve the required 
throughput performance, the computational hardware must be provided with the capability to 
efficiently balance their computational load for sets of tasks among which complex interrelationships 
may exist [31]. 
Recent developments in distributed and cloud computing platforms used in implementing robot 
software include the Robot Operating System (ROS), which is a widely used [32][33] open source 
framework that has a general purpose publish-subscribe network messaging architecture used in 
implementing multi-node distributed systems. It also provides a standard form of communication 
across the entire system. DaVinci [34], which incorporates ROS, is a robotic cloud platform that caters 
to offloading computationally intensive workloads from onboard robotic hardware and for data 
sharing. RoboEarth [35] is another robotic cloud platform but it primarily focuses on data sharing 
between multiple robots via the Internet. These robotic cloud platforms successfully integrate 
distributed control in robotics across a wide area network (WAN) but still use a static two-tiered 
hardware system in which specific processes are destined for particular hardware. Dynamic 
distribution and parallelisation of computational processes across a multi-scale hardware hierarchy is 
not within the scope of current robotic cloud platforms.  
1.6 A Distributed and Hierarchical Approach to Improve Computational Performance 
This research project’s primary goal is to address the issue of fast response times in social robotic 
behaviours, one of the key challenges in improving human-robot interaction. A key to addressing this 
goal is to improve computational performance of robotic cognitive processes, a task that can be 
addressed in multiple ways. Traditional approaches of increasing computational performance include 
optimising software algorithms or increasing robotic computational hardware capacity but both 
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approaches have their limitations. Improving software algorithms is useful only if there is potential for 
computational improvement in specific scenarios requiring intensive computation. Software algorithm 
optimisation must be performed on a case-by-case basis and lacks the flexibility of a general solution. 
Increasing computational hardware capacity in an embodied robot or device also has its limits since 
there are trade-offs between computational requirements, power consumption and physical size. These 
trade-offs recur for every computational device that is added, as this hardware continually demands 
more computational power for improvement in performance. 
Developments in cloud robotics have indicated promising potential in applying cloud computing to 
robotics, enabling mobile robots to utilise scalable computational power and collaborative advantages 
of a cloud infrastructure backend [36][37]. Current distributed and cloud computing approaches to 
enhance robotic capabilities can be extrapolated and fundamental concepts of distributed computing 
and robot control architectures can be further applied to innovate a general solution for reducing robot 
behavioural response times. A computational hardware hierarchy can be devised to fit within a cloud 
computing framework which makes it possible to capitalise on a scalable and hierarchical 
computational architecture. Dynamic load balancing and parallelisation of processes that function 
within a distributed control framework would be an additional benefit to current cloud robotic 
implementations. Implementing such a paradigm would be advantageous for robotic cognitive 
performance, especially as embodied robotic behaviours become more complex and computationally 
expensive.  
1.7 A Novel Computational Distribution Paradigm for Distributed Robotics 
This project aims to improve robotic performance and behavioural response times by applying the 
core concepts that intersect hierarchical-based systems, high performance and distributed computing, 
and autonomous robot control. A novel CDP is proposed which uses an inter-disciplinary approach, to 
dynamically parallelise and load balance computational processes across a hardware hierarchy that is 
based on a distributed computing framework. A list of inter-disciplinary and inter-related fields that 
are applicable to the CDP and robotics system architecture can be summarised as follows: 
1. Computer Hardware and Processor Architecture 
2. Multi-tier Systems 
3. Computer Networking and Distributed Systems 
4. Cloud Computing and Web Systems 
5. High Performance and Parallel Computing 
6. Mass Storage 
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7. Software Platforms and Middleware 
8. Multi-threaded and Parallel Algorithms 
9. Collaborative, Distributed Control and Information Sharing 
10. Cloud Robotics. 
The core functions of the CDP include the multi-scale and hierarchical aspects of distributed 
computing where it can trade-off between computational speed, physical size and financial costs and 
implement this hierarchical logic in software. The distributed computational hardware hierarchy 
enables dynamic parallelisation and load balancing of robotic behavioural processes to optimise for 
performance of robotic social interaction while maintaining distributed robotic control at all times. 
The CDP is implemented as a software platform
4
 based on the Nao robot platform (described in 
Section 5.3) which consists of an Application Programming Interface (API) and runtime software. The 
intention is that custom robotic behaviours can be developed with the CDP software platform which 
inherently allows these behavioural processes to run within the CDP to utilise the underlying 
distribution, parallelisation and load balancing mechanisms.  
Although the project’s focus is orientated towards robotic social behaviours, the CDP is essentially 
applicable to any computational process running on any combination of computational hardware 
grouped by a network, and especially for embodied mobile devices. The social robotics context is an 
ideal, practical and applicable platform to demonstrate the CDP due to its vast range of behavioural 
computational time scales and demonstrative flexibility in distributed control. Thus, this project has 
implemented applicable social behaviours (used with the CDP) that have utilised the full scope of the 
computational hardware hierarchy to demonstrate the CDP’s capabilities.  
1.8 Thesis Outline 
To create a novel, performance enhancing computation distribution paradigm for social robots based 
upon distributed and HPC and robotic control architectures requires a thorough examination of the 
corresponding literature. Chapter 2 provides the literature review which first describes the technical 
rationale for fast reaction times in social robotics and computational time scales in computing and 
robotic cognition. A review of distributed computing architectures and also some of the current social 
robotic systems that utilise distributed control is provided. The literature review provides a thorough 
analysis of the current research gaps in robotic control within a distributed and HPC environment and 
                                                 
4
 Software platforms or platforms are generally viewed as a prescribed set of software that enables developers to 
implement software applications. This can include both the development and runtime environments. 
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also identifies the key areas and methods in which robot control architecture can be improved, and 
thus enhance robotic computational performance. Chapter 3 describes robot control architectures and 
robot middleware and in Chapter 4, autonomous robotic control architectures are examined with the 
application of distributed, cloud computing and HPC in robotics. Chapter 4 concludes with a 
summarised analysis of the fundamental technical issues and challenges in improving computational 
performance in robotics resulting in the subsequent proposal and justification of the research path 
taken by this thesis.  
Chapter 5 describes in detail the design and implementation of the proposed CDP, including: 
distribution routing and protocols; client-server process architectures; the required network 
infrastructure setup; and, software design and class diagrams. The scope, challenges and limitations of 
the CDP such as storage and data transfer capabilities are also described. The software architecture of 
Nao [38], which is used as the development robotic platform, is jointly discussed with how the 
software practicalities of the CDP are designed around Nao’s robot platform. The API aspects of the 
CDP are then described in detail.  
The implemented social behaviours, namely the sound localisation and object recognition with 
greeting behaviours, are described in Chapter 6 which includes the behavioural designs and 
experimental timing results. The CDP’s evaluation method is described in Section 6.1 and is followed 
by a discussion of the CDP’s results in Section 6.4, which consists of a review of the work performed, 
an analysis of the research project’s outcomes and their significance within the research field of 
computational performance and social robotics. The thesis concludes with a summary evaluation of 
the project and the genuine innovation and contributions made to the field of HPC and distributed 
robot control architecture within the context of social robotics. The conclusion includes a discussion 
of the CDP’s current limitations, subsequent challenges and possible future work.  
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2 Robot Response Times and Computational Time 
Scales 
Fast response time requirements in general computing, its relationship to human perceptions of usable 
computing and fluid interaction is critical [39]. These basic principles of human expectations in 
interactive computing are naturally brought into robotics and their socially interactive behaviours. The 
founding premise is that robotic fast response times are necessary to elicit social interaction in both 
animals and humans [2]. However, the real challenge in the research is how to achieve the required 
underlying computational performance.  
Managing varying computational time scales is not new in the history of computing and there are 
mechanisms such as the computer memory hierarchy that help improve performance within the 
constraints of physical size and financial cost. Embodied robotic cognition essentially faces the same 
challenges as traditional computing in relation to managing a vast range of computational time scales 
for its social interactive behaviours. However, for robots, the problem’s technical scope goes beyond 
dealing with computational processes and includes other issues such as physical embodiment size and 
respective hardware capacity constraints, input or output (I/O) connectivity, onboard sensors and 
moving mechanical parts. Computational time scales exist at various levels throughout the concurrent 
components of a robotic system. A single robotic social behaviour can involve the use of multiple 
robotic components and processes and hence, it is essential to view robotic time scales both at 
individual component and system levels.  
This chapter first discusses the technical rationale and details of human-computer/robot response time 
requirements and the perception of social interaction with respect to timing. Research into the human 
psychological and physiological aspects of social interactivity are examined with respect to the 
varying time scales in human perception. The second part of this chapter discusses the computational 
aspects of time scales in computing and robotic cognition by reviewing software systems in various 
hardware and system architectures, particularly hierarchical system architectures. Hierarchical system 
architectures particularly are important because they are used to distinguish processes according to 
their time complexities. Hierarchical-based systems can be further segregated into distributed 
components that are responsible for specific functions or complete sub-systems which compound the 
benefits it has to managing processes and functionalities that have multiple time scales in robots.  
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2.1 Robot Social Interaction Response Time Requirements 
A key challenge for socially interactive robotics is to perceive and react in real-time [2]. Biorobotic 
social interaction studies involving races between a rat and the iRat, a rat animat robot, demonstrated 
the need for the iRat to react quickly when approached by a rat, and thus showed the necessity for 
speed for behavioural tasks in social robots [13]. For humans however, the subject of human-
computer interactivity and response times is regarded as complex, vital and controversial as it can 
consider both computing and human psychophysiological aspects as part of the entire interactive 
system [40]. Studies in human response time requirements (performed in 1968) have defined response 
to human inquiry as “feedback to a continuity of thought” [39]. Human behaviour occurs at a variety 
of information handling levels and different kinds of response or delay are appropriate at different 
levels [39]. When a response occurs, it occurs with respect to expectancies of psychological needs and 
typically this is found when a person addresses another person, where the addressing person would 
expect a communicative response within a short timeframe. Another form of human psychological 
need is fulfilment or “closure” of a subjective purpose or sub-purpose such that a hierarchy of closures 
can be formed for any given task or goal-directed behaviour sequence [39]. Both these components of 
human psychological needs are the foundation to characterising response time requirements.  
It was been shown, with the inclusion of Robert Miller’s work [39], that computers should take no 
more than 100 to 200 milliseconds to respond to user key-inputs [11]. This time range was established 
through Robert Miller’s beliefs in perceptual psychology as opposed to experimentation. He claimed 
that tasks which humans perform with machine communications will seriously change the user’s 
character, or perception of the computer system, if response delays are greater than two seconds [39]. 
In essence, Robert Miller’s beliefs about the hierarchical nature of human response time requirements, 
where different kinds of response delays are acceptable at different levels, is an important 
establishment for this thesis as it is very relevant to computational time scales in human-robot social 
interaction. If some extrapolation on Robert Miller’s work is performed, computational time scales for 
the various “information handling” levels are directly correlative to the respective acceptable response 
delays. A low computational time scale applies to a fast computational process that responds quickly, 
and in turn correlates to a small response delay. Likewise, a high computational time scale applies to a 
slow computational process that responds slowly, and correlates to a large response delay. The further 
underlying inference is that the computational load of processes is directly associated to the response 
time requirements to which the particular computational process is tasked. Sections 3 and 4.4 describe 
in detail about how processes with varying computational load can be effectively utilised in 
distributed and cloud computing and also robotics.  
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Other studies into human response time requirements (conducted by Card et al.) also have concluded 
that a 100 to 200 millisecond time range is required for users to perceive change on a computer [41].  
However, these results are again based on pure psychophysiological research and do not provide 
objective results or provide a clear guideline on whether they can be applied to general computer use. 
Hence, experimental approaches have also been used for establishing human response time 
requirements. Simple applications were developed that participants used to perform rudimentary tasks 
[11]. An adaptive tracking method determined the response time thresholds for each task. Participants 
interacted with a graphical user interface (GUI) for each task and were prompted by the system to 
answer a ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ if they noticed a delay within the system. If the response was ‘No’, the system 
delay was increased by a delay size of 5 milliseconds. Similarly, if the response was ‘Yes’, the system 
delay was decreased by the same 5 millisecond step size. The procedure was repeated for each 
participant’s task until the participant perceived a change in the delay of the system. It was concluded 
that perceptual thresholds for GUI events ranged from 150 milliseconds (typing tasks) to 
approximately 195 milliseconds (button press tasks) [11]. This time range falls within the 100 to 200 
millisecond threshold concluded by both Miller [39] and Card et al. [41] but it can be argued that the 
threshold for human perceptual change is closer to the 200 millisecond mark rather than the 100 
millisecond limit, generally held by the software engineering community [11]. In any case, the 150 to 
200 millisecond reactive time range serves as a sound basis for this research project’s human-robot 
social interactivity’s performance optimisation. Further studies of human-computer interactive 
response times have included Shneidernman’s work in investigating response time and display rate in 
human performance with computers [40]. Shneidernman’s view takes into account other issues that 
encompass an overall design of the human-computer interactive system. These issues include the 
technical feasibility of the interaction, costs, task complexity, user expectations, speed of task 
performance, error rates and error-handling procedures. Human responses and decisions are further 
complicated by personality differences, time of day, fatigue, familiarity with computers and 
experience with the task and motivation [42] [43].  
Short-term and working memory limitations must be taken into account in any cognitive model of 
human problem-solving and information capabilities, including interactive response times [39] [40]. 
The capacity of short-term human memory has been identified to be limited to seven “chunks” of 
information at a time which lasts between 15 and 30 seconds [44]. It has been theorised that 
knowledge and experience govern the “relative size” of an information chunk for each person. Short-
term memory is used in conjunction with working memory for processing information. If many pieces 
of information are necessary to perform problem-solving tasks, then short-term and working 
memories may become overloaded which may prevent further processing of information. The capacity 
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for each person’s information chunk may increase as the person’s training and experience also 
increases. This chunking concept was demonstrated by using 15 experienced keypunch operators to 
perform various timed keypunch tasks [45]. Subsequently, short-term and working memories are 
deemed to be highly volatile and susceptible to disruptions which cause loss of memory, and long 
response delays may require that the memory be refreshed [40]. Essentially, human interactive 
response time requirements are dependent on the individual’s cognitive and memory capabilities as 
well as the corresponding complexity of the interactive task. Designing robot systems that perform 
human-robot interaction therefore should consider the computational complexity and system response 
times not only of the robot (computing a task as fast as possible), but also for the human. The human 
psychophysiological aspect is essential in the context of human-computer interaction but has less 
relevance to the overall goal of this project, which is to optimise performance in human-robot social 
interactions at the computational level.  
2.2 Computational Time Scales in Computing and Robotic Cognition 
In computer architecture, response times, computational complexity and capacity are inherently 
related [46]. Various computational time scales exist throughout computing hardware and in a chosen 
system can be distinguished by the technologies used. The memory hierarchy is an example of a 
hardware hierarchy architecture that allows multiple computational time scales and is also a traditional 
solution to storing large amounts of data [47]. Hardware hierarchy implementations like the memory 
hierarchy (see Figure 2) make trade-offs between physical size, speed and financial costs. The 
physically small, fast and expensive memory is shown at the top in Figure 2 (CPU registers and 
cache) whereas the physically large, slow and cheap memory is at the bottom (hard drives, tape 
storage). Power consumption at each tier typically scales with the hierarchy (per unit of memory) but 
depends on the technology medium as well. Similar hierarchical architectures in computing extend to 
supercomputing hardware architectures (further described in Section 4.2) and software 
implementations such as database caching typically used in web application servers.  
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Figure 2. The computer memory hierarchy (redrawn from [48]). 
2.2.1 Multi-Tier Architectures 
The three-tier architecture is a client-server design in which the presentation, application processing 
and data management functions can be physically separated onto different hosts [14] and is a type of 
distributed system (further discussed in Chapter 3) that is routinely used in developing web 
applications. These functions correspond to the three tiers in the architecture which consist of the 
presentation tier, logic tier and data storage tier (see Figure 3). The presentation layer is responsible 
for displaying information and serves as the user interface to the application. The logic tier, also 
referred to as the application or middle tier, is responsible for logical processing of functions and 
commands as required by the system application. The logic tier is also required for processing and 
moving data between the presentation and data tiers. The data tier is responsible for enabling data 
persistence mechanisms such as databases and allowing the logic tier to access the data typically 
through an Application Programming Interface (API).  
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Presentation Logic Tier Data Tier
 
Figure 3. The Software Application Three-tier Architecture (redrawn from [14]). A typical 
service application can be segregated into the three different tiers based on their view and 
presentation, control logic and data storage functions.  
One of the main advantages of three-tier architecture is the enforcement of software modularity with 
well-defined functions and interfaces. Hence, it allows developers to implement the system in an 
independent manner by modifying or adding a specific tier and not needing to rework the entire 
application. The three-tier architecture is basically a multi-tiered software implementation where the 
hierarchical aspects are logical rather than physical. Therefore, the computational time scales that 
apply to the software hierarchy are functionally dependent on each tier’s responsibilities and processes 
and would not necessarily scale linearly according to any measure, such as physical size, speed and 
financial cost as seen in the computer memory hierarchy. For example, the presentation tier is 
constantly required to provide visual feedback to a customer using an online shopping website 
through its GUI. The customer may have made a complex purchase which requires the calculations at 
the logic tier, which subsequently interacts with the data tier, to take some time to process. The data 
tier, typically containing a database management system (DBMS), may need to acquire mutually 
exclusive locks on the purchase items and thus needs to wait for the locks to be released first. In 
addition to the locking delays, DBMS operations typically take longer due to hard disk access.  
Database cache, when used within the three-tier architecture, is an example of a functional 
hierarchical implementation more closely aligned to linear scalability and performance, like the 
computer memory hierarchy. Database cache is usually used in the logic tier of three-tier architecture 
applications to speed up transactional processes and acts as temporary storage for the actual database. 
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High database throughput speeds are crucial to system application performance, and may be slowed 
when large volumes of transactions are required over a very short period of time and also when 
operating on very high capacity databases. Continuous nonstop processing is often additionally 
required in such applications. Database cache is an efficient solution to overcome the performance 
limitations of the buffer, specifically buffer management and transaction recovery [15]. Usually in 
commercial and industrial scenarios, a three-tier implementation segregates its tiers across different 
hosts due to the practical infeasibility of having the application and database on the same host. 
Database cache implemented at the logic tier alleviates the constant need for network transactions to 
access the data tier thereby significantly reducing application computation time. The key to the speed 
increase of using database caching is the locality of data to enable faster read and write access. The 
cache provides essentially the same functionality to the main database in the data tier, but is located at 
a closer transaction point to the end user, interfacing to the presentation tier. Over time, the committed 
transactions will gradually be written from the database cache to the physical data tier.  
2.2.2 Distributed Hierarchical Systems in Robots 
Distributed computing architectures that have static allocation of computational processes can be 
applied to robotics as well. One such example is the Intelligent Rat Animat Technology (iRat) [12], a 
rat animat robot that has its navigation capabilities based on RatSLAM, which is a biologically 
inspired simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) system founded on models of mapping and 
navigation processes in the rat hippocampus [49]. RatSLAM is computationally intensive as it is 
composed of three non-trivial components: an appearance-based visual template recognition system, a 
continuous attractor network (CAN) that approximately represents the pose of the iRat, and a semi-
metric topological graph-based experience map [50]. In contrast to the iRat’s real-time sensor and 
motor controls, RatSLAM runs at a much slower computational time scale. The iRat’s limited 
hardware is unable to support RatSLAM’s demanding computational requirements and thus, 
RatSLAM runs on a personal computer (PC) connected to the iRat via wireless Local Area Network 
(LAN) (see Figure 4). Images of the video recorded by the iRat are sent to the off-board PC for 
RatSLAM to process. Processes which control the iRat’s wheels, infra-red sensors and camera are run 
on the onboard hardware due to the low latency response that is required of the physical actuators. The 
computational segregation of RatSLAM from the iRat’s onboard hardware is an example of processes 
that have varying time scale requirements being statically allocated across different hardware which 
support the corresponding computational time scales.  
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Figure 4. The architecture of an iRat implementation with RatSLAM. Arrows show the 
direction of main messages [12] (used with permission).  
The iRat’s distinct functional segregation is also shown in the split of its onboard hardware into two 
computer systems: the RoBoard, an x86 embedded PC, and a Freescale microcontroller. The 
microcontroller is physically connected to the wheel actuators, infra-red sensors and wheel odometry 
and inherently runs local processes to handle the sensory input and execute the controller outputs. The 
RoBoard, which runs the Ubuntu Linux operating system (OS), is responsible for processing the 
camera input as the camera is directly attached to it by USB. Communication between the RoBoard 
and the microcontroller is conducted through a serial (RS232) connection where information is 
exchanged with a custom process on the RoBoard that handles serial communication and interfaces to 
the rest of the system using the Robot Operating System (ROS) framework (described in more detail 
in Section 4.4).  
RUBI, a humanoid research robot developed by Movellan et al. [6], is another social robotic platform 
designed to meet the real-time challenges of robotic social interaction. The robot’s ability to perceive 
subtle gestural, postural and facial clues, in addition to verbal language, in real-time (a 150 to 200 
milliseconds response time as described Section 2.1) are critical components of social interaction [2]. 
A preliminary version of RUBI [2] had three individual social behaviours which were face tracking, 
speech detection and response, and external environment contingency. These behaviours were not 
coordinated but the planned research undertaken by Movellan et al. determined the time of switching 
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behaviours and the contingency of motor control for each behaviour to optimise for human-robot 
social interaction [2]. The computational system of RUBI ran on two PCs that were both part of the 
embodied robot. The first PC handled face-detection, colour-tracking peripheral vision and all eye 
movements while the second PC handled speech-detection/recognition, arm/hand movements and 
emotion recognition. The two PC setup enabled RUBI’s system to run on multiple hardware devices 
with each device responsible for different computational functionalities. Each PC’s computation 
responsibilities were statically allocated and there was no dynamic distribution or load balancing of 
processes.  
A subsequent version of RUBI was developed that incorporated a computer system that involved 5 
onboard computer systems and an off-board cluster of 24 Power Mac G5 computers [6]. The onboard 
system handled real-time interaction whereas the off-board system cluster computer system was used 
to perform self-supervised learning of the environment. Like the RUBI (version 1), computational 
tasks were split across the various onboard PCs. One PC, with an Intel Xeon running the Red Hat 
Linux OS, processed the face-detection and colour-detection (through both eye cameras), the 
peripheral vision camera, the expression detection, and the head motor control. Another Intel Xeon PC 
(also running Red Hat Linux) handled speech detection, external interactions, and any long term 
decision that could be potentially added. A third PC, with an Intel P4 running Windows XP OS, was 
used to control RUBI’s touch screen monitor located around the stomach area of the robot used as part 
of the social interaction. Two Microchip PICmicro microcontrollers were also used. The first 
microcontroller handled the radio communications, generated most of the motor control output signals 
and processed general operations of the Robot Controller. The second microcontroller was responsible 
for processing fast reactive behaviours due to its low latency connection to the sensors and actuators. 
RUBI’s computer system setup was similar to the iRat’s (see Figure 4) where computationally 
intensive tasks, which also happened to be self-supervised learning of the environment, were 
processed off-board on a relatively larger system connected via a wireless network. The less 
computationally intensive processes were similarly run onboard within the physical robot 
embodiment. Microcontrollers were again used for fast reactive behaviours and processing of physical 
actuator control signals. The two Intel Xeon PCs running Linux were computationally load balanced 
with their respective responsibilities but the slower Intel P4 PC was required to run Windows XP due 
to OS compatibility requirements of the touch screen monitor. RUBI’s overall computer system was 
non-trivial and highlights the vast range of functions required in social robotics along with the 
limitations of embodied computational hardware and the advantages of having a much larger off-
board system to perform intensive computation. RUBI was a relatively large mobile robot and the off-
board 24 G5 computer cluster consumed a lot of physical space as well (see Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. The RUBI robot. Left: RUBI used in a home environment. Right: The 24 Power Mac 
G5 computer cluster used by RUBI [6] (used with permission). 
Robovie, a similar humanoid robot to RUBI, was also developed for autonomous human-robot social 
interaction and included sufficient physical expression capabilities. Robovie could generate almost all 
human-like behaviours required for human-robot communications, and interacted with humans by 
using rich sensory information [3]. Kanda et al. (the developers of Robovie) stated that size was an 
important part of an interactive humanoid robot to give it a good impression to humans and thus they 
made Robovie the same height as a “junior school student” at 120 cm tall with a diameter of 40 cm. 
With solely an onboard computer system, all of Robovie’s hardware had to be contained within the 
embodied physical constraints. In a later iteration of the original Robovie, Robovie-IV was developed 
with improved hardware and software capabilities [4].  
The hardware architecture of Robovie-IV (see Figure 6) comprises a main computer system, an Intel 
Pentium M PC running Linux, coupled with multiple Renesas SH2 microcontrollers that are 
connected to their respective sensor and actuator counterparts. The physical actuators include two 
arms, two powered wheels, and a head, enabled with tilt and roll joints (ie. the neck). Robovie-IV is 
equipped with the following peripherals: two video cameras with tilt joints, a camera with an omni-
directional mirror, a speaker, a microphone, an optical tag reader, a radio frequency (RF) tag reader, 
two laser proximity range sensors, two gyros and fifty-six tactile sensors used for skin sensitivity. The 
battery life is also an important design issue that is impacted by the accumulated hardware 
components’ power consumption and respective computation. It is a credit to Robovie-IV’s design to 
only use one computer system for its core logic processing. For the onboard embodied hardware, the 
hardware architecture is similar to that of RUBI and the iRat in that there is both microcontroller and 
PC grade hardware tiers. The microcontrollers are typically used for simple processes and executing 
actual control signals to the sensors or actuators. The PCs, which run desktop operating systems like 
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Linux and Windows, are used for applications and more complex robot control logic. Robovie-IV 
only has one PC as the main computer and it must be able to run all the application level logic and 
robot cognitive processes. How the PC manages competing functions and their divisions in 
computational time scales would be implemented in software with respect to any I/O constraints such 
as the serial connections. A detailed description of Robovie-IV’s software architecture is provided in 
Section 3.  
 
Figure 6. Robovie-IV’s Hardware Architecture [4] (used with permission). Multiple controllers 
are attached to the main Pentium-based PC along with their respective sensors and physical 
actuators.  
2.3 Summary 
Human response time requirements are of a hierarchical nature and range from approximately 150-
200 milliseconds depending on the task performed. It is critical that computer or robot interactions 
respond within this time range to elicit sociability. The hardware architecture of robots (and also of 
distributed systems) can be organised in a hierarchical or tiered fashion to segregate various 
computational processes according to their computational time scales and subsequently can be 
optimised for performance. Currently, robotic processes are not dynamically distributed but instead 
are pre-allocated and statically run on specific hardware. 
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3 Robot Control Architectures 
Distributed hierarchical systems in robots were discussed previously in Section 2.2.2 and described 
the structural and performance benefits of using a hierarchical hardware system to statically allocate 
robotic computational processes based on their computational time scales. In this chapter, robot 
control designs and architectures and the various types of robotic functionalities and co-dependent 
relationships that are enabled are specifically examined. As autonomous robots are complex systems 
that require interaction between numerous heterogeneous components of both software and hardware 
[51], the organisation of AI in autonomous robot control is a significant problem and challenge that 
needs to be addressed when designing and implementing robots [16]. Robotic cognitive organisation 
and control architectures are a critical influence on computational performance to support demanding 
functional requirements within constantly changing operational environments and uncertainties.  
3.1 Robot Control 
Robot control architectures can refer to a paradigm or specific design of robot control, or a 
development platform. In relatively simple robots, there is generally no requirement for an explicit 
formal control paradigm to be adopted and instead general system and software design practices such 
as encapsulation, abstraction and modularity are adhered to. These custom designed robot control 
architectures may use general software frameworks or packages to aid in development and to ensure 
consistency and integration across the robot system or to enable cross-platform support. However, in 
general software frameworks, the level of support and abstraction a framework provides can vary and 
typically does not go to the extent of enforcing a control logic structure. The actual robot control and 
associated architectures are usually delegated to the robot application software. Software abstraction 
and functional support can be completely separate to control logic design.  
The Robovie-IV (a later version of the original Robovie robot [3]) is an example of a robot that uses 
its own custom software architecture and does not use a particular robotic framework or adopt a 
specific software control paradigm. Robovie-IV comprises six main processors; robobase4, robovie4, 
robomap4, robocam4, PostgresSQL and Julian (see Figure 7). These processors perform inter-process 
communication through named Linux pipes, network sockets and shared memory. The Robovie4 
processor contains the behavioural tasks’ logic and interacts with an event handler, which in turn 
receives inputs and sends commands to and from the camera, sensors and actuators via their 
corresponding processors that include robocam4, robomap4 and robobase4. Robovie-IV outsources its 
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database management system and speech recognition capabilities to PostgresSQL and Julian, 
respectively. The Julian process is a grammar-based recognition parse that is a modified version of 
Julius [52], which is a high-performance, two-pass large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition 
decoder software.  
 
Figure 7. Robovie-IV’s software architecture overview [4] (used with permission). 
Similarly, a custom software behavioural architecture was designed for RUBI which was based on 
scripts called Modules. Each Module contained a certain behaviour such as face tracking, dancing, 
peek-a-boo, playing with external toys or teaching. Modules received particular sensory inputs and 
feedback from sensors and actuators. Depending on the current states of the system and the current 
module, RUBI followed a set of rules to make a decision on timing, control and the target behaviour 
[6]. One of the RUBI project’s future goals was to develop a new architecture for social interaction 
based on probabilistic principles. The implementation and future ambitions of RUBI were very 
specific to RUBI as it was catered towards social interaction experiments. Hence, Movellan et al. 
focused on developing a custom robot software architecture as opposed to cross-platform, generic and 
reusable software.  
3.2 Robot Software Platforms 
Robot software development platforms or middleware is a software abstraction layer that resides 
between the OS and the robot application software. As with all software platforms, robotic software 
platforms are meant to support application development and supplement desirable application 
functions. Middleware is defined to be “a class of software technologies designed to help manage the 
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complexity and heterogeneity inherent in distributed systems. [The middleware] provides a common 
programming abstraction across a distributed system” [53]. This definition demonstrates the deep and 
fundamental similarities between middleware designed for robots and distributed systems due to the 
integration and distributed control required of increasingly complex robotic applications and the 
diverse range of hardware used. All functional differences between robotics and distributed systems 
remain superficial and contextual. Therefore, it is significant to recognise that modern robots are 
considered complex distributed systems consisting of numerous integrated hardware and software 
modules [54]. Robots rely heavily on these modules that use various technologies such as 
mechatronics, computer systems and wireless communication and robotic middleware provides a 
novel approach to achieve enhanced functional integration and application development for robots.  
The main aims of robotic middleware are to manage the complexity and heterogeneity of the hardware 
and applications, promote the integration of new technologies, simplify software design, hide the 
complexity of low-level communication and sensor heterogeneity, improve software quality, reuse 
robotic software infrastructure across multiple hardware platforms, and to reduce production costs 
[51]. Standardised modules for certain robot functionalities can also be deployed as part of the robot 
middleware that maintains its cross-platform support and portability. The level of support for different 
types of robot functionality and abstraction will inevitably vary with different middleware. Other 
features such as software modularity, hardware abstraction, scalability, maintainability and 
customisability would be common for all robotic middleware. A comprehensive list of robotic 
middleware challenges is provided in the following (sourced from [54]):  
 Development process simplification: Middleware should simplify the development process 
by providing high-level abstractions with simplified interfaces that can be used by developers. 
Middleware should also enhance software integration and reuse. 
 Support communications and interoperability: Robotic software modules can be designed 
and implemented by different companies and manufacturers.  
 Efficient utilisation of resources: Robots usually need to execute computationally intensive 
tasks in real-time such as vision processing, mapping, and navigation. The computational time 
scales for these processes can also vary with the use of multiple microprocessors, networks, 
databases and several other resources. (This relates to the core issues of fast robot response 
time requirements and catering for multiple computational time scales as previously discussed 
in Chapter 2). 
 Heterogeneity abstractions: Robotic systems contain many heterogeneous hardware and 
software components. The middleware should be a collaboration software layer among all 
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involved modules, hiding the complexity of the low-level communication and the 
heterogeneity of the modules. 
 Integration with external systems: Robots need to interact with other systems such as other 
robots, wireless sensor networks, and servers. These interactions should be done in an abstract 
manner and in real-time. 
 Provide common robot services: Common services provided by middleware should allow for 
software reuse and should significantly reduce development efforts.  
 Support embedded components and low-resource-devices: Robots in many situations use 
embedded devices that may have several limitations such as limited power, small memory, 
limited operating system functionalities and limited connectivity. These devices may need to 
be handled differently compared to regular resources.  
Miro, developed by Utz et al., is a robot middleware that is used for developing robot applications and 
its aim is to blend existing software architectures into a generalised framework of middleware for 
autonomous mobile robots [27]. Miro provides abstract services like localisation and behaviour 
engines and was successfully ported to three different mobile robot platforms with virtually no 
modification. In itself, the Miro framework is not a control architecture but instead provides the 
foundation for implementing robust and reliable robot control architectures. However, in contrast to 
Miro, the Skilligent robotic framework [55] predominantly focuses on providing a robot behaviour 
control system, robot behaviours and their extensibility. The core of the Skilligent Robot Learning and 
Behaviour Control System (see Figure 8) consists of various modules, such as Audio Recognition and 
Robot Learning, and Behaviour Execution and Coordination [51]. Various external software modules 
can be attached to the core.  
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Figure 8. Skilligent’s software architecture. Various external software modules attached to the 
Skilligent Control System [51] (Creative Commons Attribution license). 
Despite being designed specifically for robotics, Miro maintains adherence to software engineering 
practices due to its heavy employment of object-orientated design and implementation techniques and 
its compliance with the common object request broker architecture (CORBA) standard. CORBA is a 
standard defined by the Object Management Group (OMG) designed to facilitate the communication 
of systems that are deployed across diverse hardware and software platforms. Core Miro functionality, 
like routines for processing sensor data and control actuators, is entirely implemented in C++ and 
allows for high runtime efficiency. Miro builds itself upon widely used, industrial-grade middleware 
packages, which are open source and available on a wide range of hardware and OS platforms.  
Miro’s architecture (see Figure 9) is structured into three main layers, the Miro Device Layer, the 
Miro Service Layer and the Miro Class Framework. These main layers are interwoven with two layers 
of the CORBA middleware underlying the Miro design. The Miro Device Layer is the platform 
dependent part of Miro that provides object-orientated interface abstractions for the sensor and 
actuator functions of the robot. This layer has classes that wrap the messages and communication 
links to the low-level controller boards into regular method calls to be invoked by the Miro Service 
Layer. The Miro Service Layer provides object-orientated service abstractions for sensors and 
actuators via CORBA interface definition language (IDL) descriptions and implements these services 
as network-transparent objects in a platform independent manner, provided the language bindings and 
CORBA implementations exist [27]. A developer would use CORBA protocols to interface to any 
sensor or actuator device, either locally or remotely and thus enables distributed control of the robot. 
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The CORBA common communication framework also enables high-level robot control subsystems to 
seamlessly integrate. The Miro Class Framework provides various commonly used functional 
modules for mobile robot control, such as modules for mapping, path planning and behaviour 
generation, thus allowing code reuse across multiple robot platforms.  
 
Figure 9. Miro’s system architecture [51] (Creative Commons Attribution license) which is 
divided into many different layers to better segregate and manage the multiple robotic systems. 
By examining the Miro Service Layer in more detail, its abstractions are implemented by wrapper 
classes for all sensors and actuators which hide the specific interface functions and instead provide 
generalisations where possible. Wrapper class abstractions are provided to motion-interfaced 
inheritance for the three robot platforms B21, Pioneer-1 and Sparrow-99 (see Figure 10). Classes like 
SynchroMotion or DifferentialMotion define generalised interfaces for the respective kind of 
kinematics and inherit this functionality to their respective robot platform specialisations, namely the 
B21Motion, PioneerMotion and SparrowMotion software classes. The Miro Services Layer also 
provides support for event-based communication of all its active sensor and actuator services which is 
a better approach to the more traditional method of polling sensor readings mainly due to improved 
scalability and computational efficiency. ASEBA, a similar middleware to Miro and used for 
distributed robot control, specifically employs event-based communication for multi-processor robots 
[56]. Event-based mechanisms which inherently support asynchronicity are critical in robot control 
systems as multiple, high data volume sensors and actuators all need to be independently processed in 
real-time. The classical synchronous method query interface does not scale well in large mobile robot 
applications [27].  
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Figure 10. Miro’s motion-interface inheritance for three robot platforms: B21, Pioneer-1 and 
Sparrow-99 [27] (used with permission).  
By using network transparent CORBA objects for all sensor and actuator services, the Miro Services 
Layer enables a distributed software framework for robotic hardware components. Although beyond 
the scope of Miro’s current implementation, support for multi-robot control subsequently comes with 
the distributed robot software development environment. Groups of robots can communicate with 
each other by exchanging the object references if their respective sensor or actuator identities or 
configurations are known. This approach can be facilitated by a name service functionality which can 
potentially provide a separate namespace for each robot. Sharing of sensor data can also be achieved 
via filtered event-processing frameworks based upon notification services. For larger multi-robot 
systems, additional middleware and centralised infrastructure for robot interaction is required, such as 
enabling spontaneous cooperation between robots that initially are unaware of each other [27]. Despite 
Miro’s current limitations of distributed robotic control, Miro and similar robotic middleware can 
readily evolve into a software framework that has adequate support for distributed multi-robot control 
architectures.  
ROS is another robotic middleware but offers a much simpler approach in comparison to the 
previously examined frameworks such as Miro and Skilligent. The primary function of ROS is its 
versatile publish-subscribe communication infrastructure. Custom functionality is left to developers to 
implement or available through ROS packages installed on demand. Distributed robotic systems, 
including ROS, are described in detail in Section 4.4.  
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3.3 Collaborative Control and Subsumption Architecture 
A collaborative control system is a system defined to have multiple sources that share control of a 
single robot [21] and includes systems where sources can be multiple sensors, multiple control 
processes or multiple human operators. The term, “collaborative control”, is a broader reference to 
peer-to-peer robot-robot or human-robot collaboration, or the research field of cooperative robots, 
where groups of autonomous robots interact to solve an objective in a distributed environment. This 
thesis, however, primarily focuses on the collaborative aspects of generic computation and 
communication for robots despite its broader implications for collaborative control. A collaborative 
control conceptual architecture is where a group of sources from the environment is aggregated to 
form a single point of coherent control (see Figure 11).  
 
Figure 11. A conceptual collaborative control system where a group of sources is aggregated 
into a single control signal [21] (used with permission). 
Closely related to collaborative control systems is Brooks’ subsumption control architecture [18], 
which is used for robotic control by having groups of computational processes interact to control a 
mobile robot (see Figure 12). Fundamentally, the subsumption architecture aims to provide a robot 
control development paradigm to construct robot control functionality. Brooks originally proposed the 
subsumption architecture as a biologically-inspired “bottom-up” control architecture where feedback 
loops are layered in terms of priority, so that signals relevant for basic survival pre-empt signals 
relevant for higher functions such as exploration and mapmaking [21]. Control is layered with higher 
level layers subsuming the roles of lower level layers when they wish to take control [57]. Additional 
layers can be added later without the initial layers and the existing system ever being changed. The 
system can be partitioned at any level and the layers below form complete operational control 
systems. Levels of task achieving behaviours can be formed where layers of a control system 
correspond to each level of behavioural competence and new layers can be simply added to an 
existing set to move to the next higher level of overall competence [58]. Despite the subsumption 
architecture’s origins in using wires and physical hardware components, it can be readily transcribed 
into software using modern high-level programming languages.  
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Figure 12. Brooks’ subsumption control architecture. Groups of layered processes read inputs 
from the environment and then collaborate to produce a control output [21] (used with 
permission). 
The key principles of subsumption architecture include modularity, that is, computation is organised 
as an asynchronous network of active computational elements and sensors and actuators are connected 
to this network through asynchronous buffers [16]. However, these principles have subsequently 
formed other consequences, and perhaps limitations, which include the lack of central control, no 
explicit separation of computation and data, and essentially an absence of a central model of the 
operating environment as all data is distributed across multiple computational elements. Given the 
layers, or behaviours, all run in parallel, there may need to be a conflict resolution mechanism when 
different behaviours try to give different actuator commands [16]. Malleable data structures would 
also be very hard to implement. These issues are not confined to the subsumption architecture but 
affect the broader field of artificial and organisational intelligence for robotics. But like any design, 
the subsumption architecture has both advantages and disadvantages and can always be 
complementarily integrated with other control architectures and AI paradigms.  
However, one of the most outstanding features of the subsumption architecture is how its’ layered and 
modularised control processes are directly applicable to distributed control. The modular subsumption 
components, which can form complete hierarchical subsystems, are able to be used throughout a 
distributed control systems environment where computational control is typically segregated across 
multiple machines and devices. Modifications to the subsumption architecture are necessary, such as 
its input, output and communication interfaces, in order to maintain its original paradigm within a 
distributed system. The potential fusion of the subsumption architecture with distributed control 
systems highlights the respective distinction between control that is built on individual but 
interdependent layers versus disaggregated and independent control components which collaborate.  
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3.4 Summary 
Robots are complex heterogeneous systems involving multiple software and hardware components 
and thus, optimising for performance while considering the architectural factors is challenging. 
Custom designed robot architectures may sometimes be necessary but robotics software frameworks 
are now an empirical part of developing robot applications as they provide consistency, ready-made 
and reusable components to reduce production costs. Robot frameworks also have the ability to 
provide the flexibility and customisation required. Major robotic features such as collaborative robot 
control, either in the form of coordinating multi-robot systems or the functional aggregation of inter-
related processes, would be best implemented within a robotic framework mainly to ensure 
standardisation of communications and operational protocols. However, no specific framework will 
ever be the best for all robotic software as the field of robotics is far too broad for a single solution 
[59]. Each framework may be more capable of addressing a small set of robot middleware challenges. 
It is most likely that a custom conglomeration of multiple robot frameworks would be ideal for each 
robot solution.  
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4 Distributed, Cloud and High Performance 
Computing and Robotics 
Complex heterogeneous multi-component systems found in robots can inherently incorporate 
distributed computing and its derivatives in cloud and HPC, which are at the most basic level, and 
groups of networked computers. This chapter aims to describe the key concepts and performance 
benefits in distributed, cloud and HPC and review commercial architectures that use a related 
infrastructure. Robot control architecture will also be discussed with respect to how it can utilise a 
distributed and HPC system. Modern advancements in networking technology such as the Internet and 
mobile telecommunications have continually transformed distributed computing into robust and 
flexible networked systems that are capable of handling demanding and complex software 
requirements, which includes robotic software.  
Cloud computing, an evolving term that originated from distributed computing, has now become a 
reference for massively scalable online storage and compute services and infrastructure, replacing 
traditional models of HPC using local computer clusters. The key aspects of cloud computing include 
its online availability via the Internet (and subsequent use of standard network protocols) and Internet-
scale infrastructure, making cloud computing applicable to practically any operational domain. Cloud 
services such as Apple’s iCloud [25] which provides data storage synchronisation for mobile devices 
and NeCTAR [60], an HPC infrastructure service, are just some of the applications cloud computing 
provides. The overwhelming sheer volume of data which modern global industries and commerce are 
dealing with have given advent to “Big Data”, which refers to datasets whose size is beyond the 
ability of typical database software tools to capture, store, manage and analyse [61]. The data boom is 
compounded by increasing digital sensors worldwide in industrial equipment, cars, mobile devices, 
robots and consumer electronics. Linking these communicating sensors to computing intelligence 
would inevitably give rise of what is called the Internet of Things or the Industrial Internet [62]. 
Despite the relative infancy of the Big Data and the Industrial Internet in terms of their definitions and 
subsequent solutions, cloud computing is already capable of supporting their evolution. The fusion of 
cloud computing and autonomous robotics gives rise to the term “Cloud Robotics”, where a multi-
robot system can use the cloud infrastructure to collaborate as well as scale, compute and storage 
capabilities.  
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This chapter first describes distributed and cloud computing in Section 4.1 followed by a discussion of 
relevant HPC architectures in Section 4.3, which includes HPC systems used in robots. The different 
cloud service models are then described in Section 4.3 and the application of distributed and cloud 
computing used in robotics is discussed in Section 4.4. This discussion of robotics in a distributed 
system is based on hardware and software architectures that relate to supporting varying 
computational time scales and distributed and collaborative control (described in Section 2.2 and 3.3 
respectively). A summary of the literature review is provided at the end of the chapter which also 
describes the technical background and justification of the thesis’s approach to enhancing 
computational performance in social robotics.  
4.1 Distributed and Cloud Computing 
The terms distributed computing and cloud computing have sometimes been used synonymously and 
interchanged resulting in potential confusion of the different contexts used for distributed and cloud 
computing. Distributed systems or distributed computing is any computing that involves connection of 
multiple networked computers, with each computer having a role in a computation problem or 
information processing. In a stricter sense, a distributed system is a software system where software 
components that are located on networked computers communicate and coordinate their actions by 
network messaging to work on a pool of shared resources [63].  
Distributed systems exist in the real world in various forms and are typically found in HPC (further 
discussed in Section 4.2) and ICSs. SCADA systems [23], an ICS subtype, are used in numerous 
modern industries such as energy, water, defence and transportation. SCADA systems deploy a 
combination of technologies that allow organisations to monitor, gather and process information and 
send control commands to functional points. A SCADA system comprises human-machine interface 
(HMI) clients and SCADA PCs which communicate with the remote terminal units (RTUs), which in 
turn communicate with sensors and physical actuators (see Figure 13). Control commands are run 
from HMI clients and are ultimately executed on the actuators and sensors via RTUs. Each sensor or 
actuator is defined as a SCADA (preconfigured) function point, of which the entire system is aware. 
RTUs connect to the SCADA PCs or Master server via a LAN or WAN (eg. the Internet). Network 
latency and bandwidth remains a critical issue in SCADA and distributed systems in general, and 
governs much of system design and considerations.  
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Figure 13. The main components of a SCADA system [64] (used with permission) which 
include the HMI that operators use to control the SCADA system via a central master server. 
The master server in turn communicates with the RTUs to control the physical actuator and 
sensor hardware. 
The distribution of processing across a SCADA system in itself improves system reliability but 
functionality distribution across a WAN enables disaster survivability. Furthermore, modern SCADA 
software is responsible for heterogeneous integration of hardware components of different 
manufacturers. By extrapolation, SCADA and distributed control architectures are fundamentally 
similar to robotic control architectures but obviously without the autonomous or mobile physical 
embodiment. Robot control architectures are described in Section 3 and the applicability of distributed 
and cloud computing in robotics is described in Section 4.4.  
By definition, cloud computing is a form of distributed computing in which large groups of remote 
servers are networked to allow centralised data storage and Internet access to computing services or 
resources [65]. At the most rudimentary level, cloud computing is a cluster of computers that are 
publicly available on the Internet. However, the underlying hardware resources used by cloud-based 
services and software can be abstracted from the client and thus gives rise to cloud (software) 
platforms. It is the cloud infrastructure abstraction that enables the elasticity of massively parallel and 
scalable processing and big data sharing infrastructure to be accessible online. The cloud computing 
vendor is then responsible for performance, reliability and scalability of the infrastructure.  This is an 
enormous advantage for application developers using a cloud platform as the developers need not be 
involved with the intricacies of maintaining and scaling the application system’s computing hardware. 
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Figure 14 shows the many different components that can be part of a cloud computing infrastructure. 
Applications can be supported by these cloud platform components such as a runtime environment 
and a DBMS, which in turn use the underlying infrastructure that includes the physical network and 
computational hardware. Client devices such as phones and external PCs view the cloud service as an 
opaque black box where the components within the cloud are completely hidden.  
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Figure 14. Components of a cloud computing infrastructure (redrawn from [66]). 
Cloud computing can be represented differently by explicitly separating the cloud infrastructure, cloud 
service and client. The client uses the cloud service application which can be conceptually unrelated to 
the elastic storage and compute capabilities of the cloud infrastructure despite any inherent functional 
relation. The service provider subsequently uses the cloud infrastructure as its backend and would 
either need to develop and install its own software to utilise the on-demand resources or adopt a cloud 
platform provided by the cloud infrastructure. It should be noted that a cloud computing service is not 
just another hardware level but also can be a complete software architecture that supports all the key 
benefits of distributed computing, which includes redundancy, information sharing, parallelism and 
scalability.  
4.2 High Performance and Parallel Computing 
High performance and parallel computing generally refers to the practice of aggregating computing 
power in a way that delivers much higher performance than could be obtained from a typical desktop 
computer or workstation in order to solve large problems in science, engineering or business [67]. 
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Systems with extremely large numbers of processors essentially take one of two paths. One approach 
is to use distributed systems where numerous discrete computers distributed across a network devote 
some or all of their time to solve a common problem. This approach is otherwise known as grid or 
cluster computing depending on the extent of heterogeneous and geographical dispersion, of which 
grid computing has more. Every (client) computer receives and completes many relatively small tasks 
while constantly writing the results to a central server which integrates the task results from all the 
clients into the overall solution [68]. Another approach is to use multiple dedicated processors that are 
placed within close proximity to each other such that all processor (integrated circuit (IC) and printed 
circuit board (PCB)) connections are ultimately within the same computer entity, for example, in mesh 
and hypercube architectures used by supercomputers. The close proximity connections save 
considerable time on data transfers and make it possible for the multiple processors to work together, 
by having ready access to the same memory address space, for example, rather than on separate tasks. 
A hybrid of the two approaches can also be used to create scalable and hierarchical supercomputer 
mainframes used in modern generations of supercomputing such as IBM’s Blue Gene (see Figure 15).  
Blue Gene’s hardware hierarchy ranges from the CPU to system levels. The hierarchical layers of a 
supercomputer are inherently related to the core issues of distributing varying computational time 
scales across a hardware hierarchy, as previously discussed in Section 2.2. The key difference is that 
with multi-tier architectures, the infrastructure and application software at each level are responsible 
for different functions that involve control and state manipulation, which is in contrast to scalable, 
mass parallel (farm) processing of non-interactive, non-control and stateless processes such as 
simulations. 
 
1. Single Chip 
Module
2. Compute Card: 
one chip module, 16 
GB DDR3 memory
3. Node Card: 32 
compute cards, optical 
modules, link chips
4a. Midplane: 16 
node cards 
4b. IO drawer: 8 I/O 
cards, 8 PCIe slots
5. System: 96 racks
 
Figure 15. Hardware hierarchy of IBM’s Blue Gene processing units (redrawn from [69]). 
Each level of hardware connects and encompasses the physically smaller components below its 
current level.  
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Parallel processing with supercomputer computer architectures is a significant research field in itself 
and involves a variety of operations including vectorisation, multitasking, multiprocessing and 
distributed computing. In order to achieve these operations, critical issues such as parallel languages, 
smart compilers, synchronisation mechanisms, load balancing methods, mapping parallel algorithms, 
operating system functions, application library, and multidiscipline interactions need to be addressed 
to ensure high performance [70]. Parallelism refers to the simultaneous processing of jobs, job steps, 
programs, routines, subroutines, loops, or statements (see Figure 16). The lower the level, the finer the 
granularity of the software processes and essentially, parallel processing is parallelism at any or a 
combination of these levels [70]. Each software process decomposition level has its own extent of 
processor parallelisation. At the most basic decomposition, multiprogramming allows for sharing of 
processor resources among multiple, independent software processes and is available even in 
uniprocessor systems. Within each processor, parallelism levels 1 and 2 (of Figure 16) are usually 
exhibited. Multiprocessing is parallelisation that provides interactive multiprogramming with two or 
more processors. Multitasking is a special case of multiprocessing defining a software process or task 
to be a job step or subprogram at levels 3 and 4 (of Figure 16) [71].  
 
Figure 16. Five levels of parallelism in program execution (redrawn from [70]).  
The hardware architecture of high performance and parallel computing systems is intrinsically critical 
to parallel execution performance at various software granularity levels. Within the scope of single 
computer entities, architectures have emerged such as the hypercube architecture which is 
characterised by N = 2
n
 processors interconnected as an n-dimensional binary cube [72]. The 
hypercube parallel computer’s network of processors, each with only local memory, is coordinated by 
inter-processor message passing. Hence, the hypercube is considered a distributed-memory message-
passing multiprocessor. The communication network between processors is perhaps the most critical 
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issue in the design of distributed-memory multiprocessors [73] and is subsequently heavily dependent 
on a hypercube’s communication network topology. Software support for hypercube architectures is 
required for programming applications that make use of the hypercube’s parallelisation. Each node (or 
processor) of the hypercube has an OS kernel that provides runtime support for application processes 
running on the node and handles communication with other nodes and the host. The host computer has 
an OS for program development and runtime support, as well as communication with the hypercube. 
Applications are developed and compiled on the host, and then the object code is loaded onto the node 
processors. The computation is initiated by the host and proceeds asynchronously on each node [73]. 
Concurrency can occur within each application via thread-like mechanisms or at the application level 
where multiple programs are launched. The concept of multi-core processors is somewhat similar to 
hypercube architecture with respect to the partitioning of single-threaded execution. A multi-core 
processor implements multiprocessing in a single physical CPU package and may use message 
passing or shared memory inter-core communication methods [74]. Multiple CPU cores located in 
close proximity on the same die allows the cache coherency circuitry to operate at a much higher 
clock-rate than is possible if the signals were to move off-chip, thus significantly improving the 
performance of cache snooping. However, maximising the usage of multicore processors requires 
native OS support and application software multithreading. Modern operating systems such as 
Windows, Linux and MacOS all have multi-core processor support with their included system 
software libraries that enable multi-threaded programming.  
GPU accelerated computing, a relatively new technology pioneered by nVIDIA Inc. since 2007, is an 
alternative parallel hardware architecture at the processor level which allows for massive concurrency 
intended for offloading computationally intensive parts of applications. Sequential code runs on the 
CPU while the parallel compute-intensive functions operate on the GPU (see Figure 17). How tasks 
are processed is the main difference between CPUs and GPUs. CPUs consist of a small number of 
cores optimised for sequential serial execution while GPUs have massively parallel architecture 
consisting of thousands of smaller but more efficient cores designed for handling multiple tasks 
simultaneously.  
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Figure 17. GPU application acceleration used in conjunction with a CPU (redrawn from [75]). 
A software parallel computing platform, such as CUDA, is necessary to enable programming task 
parallelism that interfaces with the GPU hardware. Programming GPU parallelism is different to 
conventional multi-threaded programming as GPU concurrency is based on data-parallelism where 
throughput is optimised for matrix operations. Operand data typically needs to be in array or matrix 
form which developers need to explicitly express in the application software. CUDA, for example, 
provides abstractions in its API that allow developers to program in terms of a single thread of 
execution, which is expanded at runtime to a collection of tens of threads that cooperate with each 
other and share resources, which expands further into an aggregate of tens of thousands of such 
threads running on the entire GPU device [76]. The program’s actual multi-threading operated by the 
GPU is abstracted by the CUDA interface.  
Using GPUs in HPC became beneficial when the computational power of modern GPUs greatly 
exceeded that of HPC PC-based CPUs in terms of the price to performance ratio [26]. GPUs can also 
be used in a distributed and scalable computing cluster, or GPU cluster, similar to that of conventional 
CPU-based supercomputers such as IBM’s Blue Gene. There are three principal components used in a 
GPU cluster: host nodes, GPUs and interconnect. Host memory, interconnect and network 
performance characteristics need to match the GPU performance to maintain a well-balanced system 
with no performance bottlenecks [76]. 
4.2.1 High Performance Computing in the Cloud 
HPC using cloud infrastructure is an emerging trend due to the high configurability and flexibility of 
compute and storage hardware available on an Internet scale. Cloud technologies, when carefully and 
flexibly applied, maximise the advantages and minimise the disadvantages for HPC. Cloud models for 
HPC are designed to transform static computing resources into flexible high-performance private, 
hybrid and public clouds that can be shared, remotely managed and easily provisioned to support the 
demands of compute and data intensive workloads and changing user requirements [77]. The result is 
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an efficient infrastructure that meets resource and time variant business demands. One of the main 
advantages of cloud HPC over traditional forms of supercomputing is the cloud infrastructure’s ability 
to virtualise hardware (via software). However, hardware virtualisation can be detrimental to 
performance but in many cases, HPC architects would prefer to lose a small percentage of application 
performance to achieve the flexibility and resilience that virtual machine based systems allow [78].  
An example of HPC cloud service is Google’s Cloud Platform which consists of HPC clusters created 
by utilising Google Compute Engine VMs and Google Cloud Storage (see Figure 18 for the 
architectural diagram). The cloud system comprises two main parts, compute and storage. The head 
node runs scheduling and management software on a particular Google Compute Engine VM. The 
compute/worker nodes also run on the VMs but with multiple instances where instance sizes can be 
configured to match the workload including CPU core sizes, memory and disk space. Instances can 
also be added or deleted depending on the resources needed. The user has a choice of various 
commercial packages or open source software components to create the cluster. Storage can either be 
a cluster file system created by the multiple Compute Engine VMs or have the compute nodes directly 
accessing Google Cloud Storage [79]. There may be performance benefits of increased parallelisation 
using a multi-instance VM file system depending on the application.  
 
Figure 18. Google Cloud Platform’s HPC architecture [79] (creative commons 3.0 license). 
Major technology companies are also offering similar HPC cloud systems such as Microsoft’s Azure, 
IBM’s HPC Cloud and Amazon’s Amazon Web Services (AWS). Amazon also offers customers the 
choice of using Cluster Compute or Cluster GPU servers [80]. More details on cloud infrastructure 
and platform service models are provided in Section 4.3.  
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4.2.2 High Performance Computing in Robotics 
High performance and parallel computing architectures are directly applicable to robotics and other 
forms of distributed control systems. Robots such as Robovie-IV and RUBI (as shown in Section 
2.2.2) are able to allocate and parallelise their computations across different varieties of computational 
hardware including off-board computing clusters. The parallel computing approach of using multiple 
processors within close proximity is in some aspects similar to how robots can implement their 
hardware architectures using multiple processors and microprocessors within a multi-tier architecture 
for various processing and interfacing to sensors and actuators. However, unlike conventional parallel 
computing, each processor or microprocessor is allocated specific control tasks that are not 
dynamically scalable or stateless despite their concurrent execution. In the case of RUBI, a hybrid 
approach can be adopted, in addition to its multi-processor onboard system, to use an off-board 24 G5 
cluster computer system for self-supervised learning. RUBI’s off-board compute cluster is 
conceptually aligned with a distributed, multi-node parallel computing approach. Furthermore, there 
have been attempts to incorporate particular supercomputer architectures in mobile robots such as 
computational load optimisation of a hypercube supercomputer onboard the HERMIES-IIB mobile 
robot, developed by Barhen et al. [31]. The premise for mobile robots to use supercomputer hardware 
is the assumption that intelligent robots will require enormous onboard computing power. While 
onboard computing capabilities remain important, Barhen et al. understated the potential power and 
resourcefulness of off-board processing via wireless networking, which has progressed immensely 
since 1987 when HERMIES-IIB was developed.  
The main goal of the HERMIES-IIB robot was to develop an efficient computational load balancer to 
maximise the hypercube’s (parallel) throughput performance by using a 16-node, 64 processor 
hypercube computer (made by NCUBE Corp.), which is closely aligned to this thesis’s project goals 
but without using hypercube hardware. The load balancer is responsible for evenly distributing task 
loads across the system, while minimising inter-processor communication and thus reducing overall 
execution time. Problems arise when there are numerous tasks that have constraint conflicts and inter-
dependent task complexities and multiple processes may be competing for single point of physical 
robot control. Hence, the purpose of minimising inter-processor communication is to avoid saturation 
effects which degrade performance and subsequently require that hypercube tasks be clustered on a 
few, adjacent processor nodes. But at the same time, to best utilise the resources of all processors, 
tasks should be spread out over all nodes [31]. The challenge of clustering versus disaggregating tasks 
also applies to the project’s proposed CDP when dynamically distributing computational processes 
across a multi-scale hardware hierarchy, but would be heavily dependent on the robotic behaviour 
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involved. Computational load balancing is also closely related to multiprocessor scheduling but 
optimal schedules are in general extremely difficult, if not impossible, to obtain, since for an arbitrary 
number of processors, unequal task execution times, and nontrivial precedence constraints the 
problem is known to be NP-complete [31]. In most cases, however, load balancing adherence to 
processor scheduling rules is not necessary or beneficial due to contextual and custom differences. 
Section 4.4 further describes cloud computing and related cloud HPC systems used in robotics.  
4.3 Cloud Service Models 
There are three cloud service models which are Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a 
Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) (see Figure 19). Each cloud service model will be 
described in the following subsections. 
Cloud Clients
Web browser, mobile app, the client,...
SaaS
CRM, email, virtual desktop, 
communications,..
PaaS
Execution runtime, database, web server,..
IaaS
Servers, storage, network, VMs,...
Applications
Platform
Infrastructure
 
Figure 19. The three cloud service models: Software as a Service, Platform as a Service and 
Infrastructure as a Service (redrawn from [81]). 
4.3.1 Infrastructure as a Service 
IaaS, the most basic cloud service model, typically provides physical hardware via virtual machine 
instances on user demand or configuration. Pools of hypervisors, otherwise known as virtual machine 
monitors (VMM), are used to create and run these virtual machines within the cloud infrastructure 
hardware. Additional IaaS cloud features can include virtual local area networks (VLANs), firewalls, 
file or object storage and load balancing
5
 although some of these features can also be found on cloud 
platforms. The cloud IaaS user must deploy their applications by configuring and launching VM 
                                                 
5
 This load balancing, described in the context of cloud computing, only refers to the automatic distribution of incoming 
application traffic across multiple instances of the cloud service.  
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instances with the relevant OS images where the application software is installed. OS and application 
software maintenance and updates are performed by the cloud IaaS user. Amazon Elastic Compute 
Cloud (EC2) and Amazon Simple Service Storage (S3) are examples of cloud IaaSs. A data analytics 
warehouse system developed by Sigmoid Analytics (see Figure 20) is a scenario where the EC2 
instances are used. The data warehouse is a composite AWS system hosting a Shark/Spark cluster 
framework (that runs on the master node) in conjunction with Amazon Elastic MapReduce (EMR) and 
Amazon S3. MapReduce, by itself, is a programming model and an associated implementation for 
processing and generating large data sets with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster [82]. 
Amazon EMR is a cloud-based web service that makes it easy for users to parallel process large 
amounts of data. It runs Apache Hadoop [83], an open source distributed storage and parallel 
processing framework, to distribute and process data across a resizable cluster of Amazon EC2 
instances [84]. Practical applications of Amazon EMR would essentially involve massive parallel 
processing such as simulations and graphics rendering. Shark runs on top of Spark, an open-source 
cluster computing system, and in this configuration, replaces Hadoop. Spark also interfaces with 
Amazon S3 which is a web-based service that provides highly-scalable object storage and is also 
considered to be an IaaS. It is evident that this particular cloud-based data analytics system requires a 
combination of technologies to work together but generally, cloud service designs will always depend 
on the actual service they provide.  
 
Figure 20. An Amazon Web Services system that hosts a data warehouse system using 
Amazon EC2, Amazon S3 and Amazon Elastic MapReduce [85] (used with permission). 
The NeCTAR Research Cloud [60], is also a cloud IaaS which uses Amazon’s EC2 and S3 as its 
underlying compute and storage infrastructure. NeCTAR has deployed OpenStack to be the cloud 
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infrastructure’s middleware and it is used as a cloud operating system that controls large pools of 
compute, storage and networking resources throughout a datacentre. These cloud resources are 
managed through a web-interfaced dashboard that allows administrators to provision compute, 
networking and storage capacity (see Figure 21). OpenStack, which sits between the infrastructure 
hardware and the application, also provides an API to allow developers access for programmatic and 
dynamic provisioning of resources through application services.   
 
Figure 21. The OpenStack Cloud Operating System functional overview [86] (used with 
permission). The main infrastructure components are compute, network and storage which 
applications can directly use.  
4.3.2 Platform as a Service 
The advent of cloud platforms or PaaS is one of the most significant progressions in cloud computing 
[87] as the cloud platform allows developers to write applications that run on the cloud or use services 
provided from the cloud, or both. A cloud platform typically includes the OS, development tools such 
as an API or Software Development Kit (SDK), with a set of supported programming languages, 
runtime environment, platform applications, database or storage service and a web server. As with all 
software platforms, cloud platforms also aim to standardise development methods, application runtime 
environments and frameworks that are proven to be effective and thus reduce development time by 
eliminating the need to develop custom foundations. The actual users of cloud platforms are 
developers as opposed to clients or end users.  
Cloud platforms can be composed of two main interdependent subcomponents: traditional on-
premises platforms, which refer to the platform software of a product application being used on-site or 
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within an organisation, and the Internet-facing cloud platform (see Figure 22). A general model of 
software platforms, which applies to both on-premises and cloud platforms, comprise four main 
components which are the foundation, infrastructure services, application services and development 
tools [87]. The foundation is the application runtime environment which typically includes the OS, 
runtime environment, local storage and various support functions. Infrastructure services, which can 
be similar to IaaS, previously discussed in Section 4.3.1, are described as the use of services on other 
hosts within a distributed environment such as remote storage, integration services that connect 
different applications (such as IBM’s WebSphere Process Server [88]) and user authentication. The 
application services cater for end user functionality but can also be accessible to other services within 
the software platform. The cloud platform architecture determines how much of each of the 
foundation, infrastructure and application service components are accessible or malleable to 
developers. Cloud applications are built on a cloud foundation, just as on-premises applications are 
built on an on-premises foundation (see Figure 22). Infrastructure and application services provided 
on-premises and in the cloud are available to both kinds of services. 
 
Figure 22. On-premises platforms and cloud platforms can be similar and can also be used 
together [87] (used with permission). 
Apple’s iCloud [25] cloud application service used in iTunes client devices is an example of an on-
premises/cloud service interdependent relationship. Client devices which run iTunes can be 
categorised as on-premises media players which perform data synchronisation with iCloud of personal 
information and media storage. Conversely, iTunes clients can make purchase downloads from the 
iTunes store which can also be classed as a cloud application service. Apple’s iOS platform and API 
also allows third-party developers to use their own cloud infrastructures in their iOS applications such 
as Google Drive, DropBox and SugarSync [89]. These iOS applications would inherently need to use 
the iOS API and its generic network interface such that it can use any third-party cloud backend like 
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Google Drive. It is the responsibility of iOS application developers to implement the interface and 
required functionality to the cloud backend. The iOS cloud application is simply a synchronisation 
client with a user interface. A data platform developed by Hortonworks using a native Windows 
distribution of Apache Hadoop (see Figure 23) distinctly shows the segregation of on-premises and 
cloud services. This setup is similar to the AWS data warehouse system (see Figure 20) where there is 
equivalent functionality provided by the Microsoft Azure HDInsight cloud platform (which uses 
Azure Hadoop VM instances) [90]. Hortonworks further provides a hybrid development choice of an 
on-premises data analytics software platform and applications (sections 1 and 3 in Figure 23) which 
integrates with its cloud infrastructure services (labels 2 and 4 in Figure 23).  
CloudOn-premises
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3 4
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Cloud
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Figure 23. Hortonworks’ Data Platform for Windows using Apache Hadoop (redrawn from 
[91]). On-premises and cloud applications and platforms are able to integrate via the 
Hortonworks platform.  
Communication is also paramount within a cloud platform and especially for hybrid on-premises and 
cloud application services due to its integration being heavily dependent on standardisation of 
communication protocols and distributed communication. Azure AppFabric Service Bus (see Figure 
24) provides secure messaging and connectivity capabilities that enable the building of distributed and 
disconnected applications across both on-premises and in the cloud and hybrid configurations [92]. 
Azure AppFabric Service Bus uses a variety of communication and messaging protocols and is 
responsible for delivery assurance, reliability and scalability and is intended as an Internet Service Bus 
(ISB). ISB architecture refers to a type of networking that provides heterogeneous, Internet-scale 
connectivity that facilitates communication between software components using the Internet, and 
abstracts from the complexities in networking, platform, implementation and security [92]. AppFabric 
Service Bus is also part of the Azure AppFabric cloud middleware platform for developing, deploying 
and managing applications on the Windows Azure cloud platform [93]. Windows Azure is discussed 
in more detail in later parts of this section (surrounding Figure 26).  
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Figure 24. Windows Azure AppFabric Service Bus (redrawn from [92]). 
While there are similarities between the on-premises and cloud models, there are still fundamental 
differences when traditional platform functions move into a cloud computing environment (eg. robots 
using a cloud platform discussed in Section 4.4.1). This difference is typically associated to scalability 
since on-premises platforms are only enterprise-scale whereas cloud platforms are Internet-scale. The 
cloud platform’s massive Internet scalability requirement can force cloud platforms to provide their 
functions differently in order to accommodate for issues such as multiple sites, network latency, load 
balancing and distributed storage.  
Amazon’s Elastic Beanstalk [94] (part of AWS) is an example of a commercial cloud platform used 
for deploying, managing and scaling web applications and services. It supports a range of 
programming languages including Java, .NET and PHP on widely used server technologies such as 
Apache Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), Apache Tomcat and Microsoft Internet Information 
Services (IIS). Elastic Beanstalk is packaged as an easy-to-use web-based service to allow developers 
to focus on application development and delegate infrastructure responsibilities to the cloud platform. 
Developers are able to dynamically configure elastic resources in which their code will be uploaded to 
and Elastic Beanstalk and will automatically provision, load balance, auto-scale and health monitor 
the deployed application. Elastic Beanstalk operates the computing infrastructure and manages the 
application software stack for developers so there is no need to develop any expertise in configuring 
the underlying infrastructure such as servers, databases, firewalls and networks. As part of AWS, it 
has access to all AWS resources and features including Amazon EC2, S3, Simple Notification Service 
(SNS), Elastic Load Balancer and Auto Scaling. As described previously, EC2 is an IaaS that is 
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capable of launching virtual machine instances and S3 provides highly-scalable object storage. 
Amazon SNS is a fast and flexible, managed push messaging service that is compatible with Apple, 
Google and Windows mobile devices [95]. Elastic Load Balancing and Auto Scaling automatically 
distribute incoming application traffic and scales capacity, respectively, across multiple EC2 instances 
in the cloud. Developers can choose which AWS product features they want to use to complete the 
utility of the Elastic Beanstalk cloud platform. Cloud platforms are inherently able to use cloud 
infrastructure services (as seen in the AWS data analytics system in Figure 20).  
The AWS Elastic Beanstalk architecture is an example of how multiple cloud components can be 
customised or configured to work together in a web service environment (see Figure 25). The 
application environment is the core of the application and is delineated by the broken purple line in 
Figure 25. When an environment is created, Elastic Beanstalk provisions the resources required to run 
the application and in this case includes one Elastic Load Balancer, an Auto Scaling group and one or 
more EC2 instances. Every environment has a uniform resource locator (URL) that points to a load 
balancer such as MyApp.elasticbeanstalk.com. This URL is aliased by Amazon Route 53 [96], a 
highly available and scalable Domain Name System (DNS) web service, to an actual Elastic Load 
Balancer URL (that is typically much longer than the environment URL) and internet protocol (IP) 
that computers use to connect to each other. Within each EC2 instance there is a container type which 
defines the infrastructure topology and software stack
6
 that runs in the given environment. For 
example, Linux, Apache web server and Apache Tomcat can be combined as a software stack and be 
used for a Java Servlet/Java Server Pages web application server. Amazon’s proprietary management 
software called Host Manager (HM) runs on each EC2 instance (as shown in Figure 25) and is 
responsible for deploying the application, recording and metrics and events, logging and server 
monitoring. EC2 and potential database instances are further encompassed in security groups which 
define the firewall rules for the contained EC2 instances and related components. The Availability 
Zones allow application clusters to be distributed across multiple locations whilst maintaining 
communication between EC2 and database instances. Elastic Beanstalk can also easily integrate with 
AWS products such as Amazon S3, Amazon Cloudfront and Amazon Relational Database Service 
(RDS).  
                                                 
6
 A software stack is a set of compatible, co-dependent software which runs together to create a runtime environment. 
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Figure 25. AWS Elastic Beanstalk software architecture integrated with other AWS products 
(redrawn from [97]). 
The Windows Azure platform is Microsoft’s commercial offering for cloud computing and is one of 
the main competitors to Amazon’s AWS. Much like AWS, Windows Azure has similar capabilities 
and contains various cloud products which customers can choose and configure from. These cloud 
products and services are meant to enable customers to implement any type of system in the cloud 
with the potential to seamlessly integrate with on-premises applications and infrastructure. The Azure 
platform allows Microsoft’s own widely used SDK products like Visual Studio to be integrated as part 
of Azure’s development tools with support for major programming languages such as C# (.NET 
framework), Java and Python. Microsoft Visual Studio can also be used to create on-premises and 
enterprise software applications which communicate with the cloud applications via standard 
communication protocols such as Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and Representational State 
Transfer (REST). Azure AppFabric Service Bus (see Figure 24) can also be employed to act as an 
abstraction layer to handle all the network communications required by the entire system.  
In competition with Amazon’s Elastic Beanstalk, Azure AppFabric is the cloud platform product 
within Windows Azure’s product suite. Windows Azure also allows customers to acquire and 
customise other cloud components such as SQL Azure, a cloud-based elastic relational database 
(similar to the AWS Relational Database Service). Client devices and end users interact with the 
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Azure cloud application service via the Internet and on-premises applications are only accessible 
through the cloud platform by proxy (see Figure 26).  
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Figure 26. Microsoft Windows Azure Cloud Platform (redrawn from [98]). 
As seen with AWS and Windows Azure, cloud platforms are typically modularised into specific 
functions and independent products that involve communications, infrastructure hosting, elastic 
storage and compute capacity and on-premises and cloud integration. Cloud platforms inherently use 
some cloud infrastructure services as seen in the example of AWS Elastic Beanstalk using EC2 virtual 
machine instances. Additional infrastructure and application services can be added at the user’s 
discretion making cloud platforms flexible and robust enough to cater for any type of cloud-based 
solution. But current commercial cloud products do not allow seamless interchangeable cloud 
components that work with other cloud platforms due to a lack of cooperation and standardisation. 
Cloud platform functions primarily serve as abstraction layers to the custom cloud applications and 
ensure the physical infrastructure is efficiently utilised in terms of parallelism and elasticity by taking 
advantage of virtualisation technologies. However, platform level features that are not provided by 
cloud platforms or their respective product suites must be implemented by the user, whether it be in 
another platform or at the cloud application level. Custom cloud platforms that offer specific 
functionality can also be built on top of generic cloud platforms or components such as cloud 
platforms which run particular robotics applications (described in Section 4.4.1).  
4.3.3 Software as a Service 
As the name suggests, the SaaS cloud service model provides access to application software on the 
cloud. SaaS is sometimes referred to as “on-demand software” where it has a pay-per-use basis or 
time-based subscription fee which can be similar to IaaS pricing plans. Users directly interact with the 
cloud application and are not concerned with the cloud backend infrastructure or maintenance 
activities. Being at the application level, SaaS runs within the runtime environment provided by the 
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underlying cloud platform. To support scalability, the application software is installed on multiple 
machines or virtual machines and the cloud platform employs automatic load balancing to distribute 
incoming application traffic as with Amazon’s Elastic Load Balancer (seen in Figure 25). Companies 
such as Hortonworks provide data analytical applications, which include analysing customer profiles 
and traffic, as part of their cloud platform solutions and can further benefit from their own cloud 
platforms due to their own proprietary YARN data architecture which is designed into the cloud 
platform as well as the infrastructure services. An integrated SaaS and PaaS approach to a cloud 
application service can be more rigid but can also improve performance or functionality if applications 
can run more natively. The cloud-based solution offered by Hortonworks (as seen in Figure 22) is an 
example of a close co-dependent relationship that can occur between cloud applications and 
infrastructure with on-premises application and infrastructure.  
4.4 Distributed and Cloud Computing in Robotics 
Distributed robotics is a term that encompasses all the concepts regarding distributed systems, 
distributed forms of robot control architectures and multi-agent systems. Although without explicit 
qualification, distributed robotics generally refers to multiple mobile robot systems and their 
collaborative control and cooperation aspects. Prior to formal research into distributed robotics in the 
late 1980s, research had concentrated on either single robot systems or distributed problem-solving 
systems that did not involve robotic components [99]. Modern robots today, however, are complex 
distributed systems consisting of numerous integrated hardware and software modules as described in 
Chapters 2 and 3. This relates to SCADA and distributed control systems (described in Section 4.1) 
which highlighted the issue of control logic being modularised and segregated across multiple 
machines and locations. As previously emphasised in Section 3.2, software frameworks developed for 
robotics and distributed systems are basically synonymous with only superficial and contextual 
differences. Distributed control can occur on multiple levels for robots, either within a single robot 
where functionality is segmented into a modularised structure or at the multi-agent level where 
multiple, physically distributed robots collaborate to achieve cooperative behavioural tasks. Network 
latency and bandwidth remain to be significant issues in distributed robotics, as with all forms of 
distributed systems.  
The robotic software platforms described in Section 3.2 can readily expand to include ongoing 
developments of distributed robotic architectures due to the existing functional foundations and 
intersecting objectives of achieving congruent distributed robot control. A widely used open source 
distributed robotics software framework called ROS [59] [32] contains software libraries and tools for 
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developing robot applications. ROS has an elegant publish-subscribe network messaging architecture 
(see Figure 27) which is useful for implementing multi-node distributed systems and also enables 
standardised communication across the entire system. Its primary purpose is to provide a 
communications infrastructure layer above the host operating systems of a heterogeneous computer 
cluster [59]. Standard network protocols allow ROS to easily abstract the communications layer and 
enable cross-platform support. ROS’s messaging architecture is specifically used by the DaVinci 
cloud robotics framework [34] (further described in Section 4.4.1), more recent versions of RUBI 
[100] and also by the iRat (described in Section 2.2.2). The software libraries and tool set offered by 
ROS also incorporate robot specific functions which include a robot geometry library and description 
language, diagnostics, pose estimation, localisation, mapping and navigation. The main design 
philosophy of ROS is its complementary use within other robot systems and frameworks as opposed 
to claiming to be the best and only robot middleware. Similar distributed robotic frameworks have 
also been developed such as NaoQi, a proprietary robotics software platform used in Aldebaran’s Nao 
humanoid robot [38] (also used as the development robotics platform for this project and further 
described in Section 5.3).  
 
Figure 27. ROS publish-subscribe message mechanism [101] (Creative Commons Attribution 
3.0 license).  
4.4.1 Cloud Robotics 
The application of cloud computing to distributed robotics, formally termed “Cloud Robotics” 
[32][33], is analogous to applying cloud computing to conventional forms of distributed control 
systems and mobile client devices. Running robotics applications in the cloud is classified as a PaaS 
model [30]. Cloud robotics is a newly emerged field that has its own set of challenges and specific 
focus where the main benefits for robots include access to big data, cloud computing, collective robot 
learning and human crowdsourcing [102]. The massive Internet-scale compute, storage and 
communication infrastructure offered by the cloud will subsequently be available for robot use and is 
a precursor to the eventual advent of the Internet of Things [103], where there is a mass volume of 
smart wireless devices or tags and sensors embedded in everyday items which are able to interact and 
cooperate with each other to achieve common goals. For the Internet of Things to progress, a 
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cumulation of synergetic activities is required with a primary dependence on wireless 
telecommunications, cloud infrastructure and advanced mobile and robotic devices. The Internet of 
things is intrinsically related to cloud robotics and raises many important research questions in terms 
of system architecture, design and development, and human involvement [104].  
In the same way multi-tier architectures and conventional off-board compute clusters have increased 
compute capabilities for mobile robots such as RUBI (described in Section 2.2); mobile robots can 
access cloud infrastructure via common Internet communication technologies to surpass their 
embodied hardware limitations and offload their compute and storage workloads that do not have hard 
real-time requirements. Due to the elasticity advantages of cloud computing, mobile robots will be 
more able to cater for demanding and varying computational time scale requirements including HPC 
workloads. Cloud robotics is essentially an extension of distributed computing and robotics where the 
distribution utilises a cloud infrastructure. Hence, in addition to the essential benefits of using the 
cloud (as described in Sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3), mobile robotics can also take advantage of the 
cloud’s communication infrastructure to enable robot collaborative control and information sharing 
capabilities. Cloud computing greatly extends conventional online or networked robotics by providing 
massive computation capabilities and real-time sharing of vast data resources [105][106]. Google, for 
example, has developed Android smart-phone powered robots that collaboratively communicate and 
learn using cloud infrastructure [107]. Some potential ways cloud robotics can improve robot 
performance are listed as follows (sourced from [105][108]): 
 Big Data: indexing a global library of images, maps and object data. 
 Offloading Computation/Cloud Computing: parallel grid (or cluster) computing on demand for 
statistical analysis, learning and motion planning. 
 Collective Robot Learning: robots sharing trajectories, control policies, and outcomes. 
 Crowdsourcing and call centres: offline and on-demand human guidance for evaluation, 
learning, and error recovery. 
Cloud-based robot grasping using Google’s proprietary object recognition engine [105] is an example 
of a cloud robotics application. This research used a Willow Garage PR2 robot to implement three-
dimensional (3D) robot grasping and investigated how cloud-based data and computation can 
facilitate its functions. The robot grasping system is separated into offline and online phases. The 
offline phase is used for training of the object recognition server which is a custom version of Google 
Goggles, a network-based image recognition service available as an app for Android and iPhone 
smartphones [109], that runs on Google’s production infrastructure. The custom Google Goggles can 
analyse uploaded photos, from either robots or humans, and return a ranked list of descriptions and 
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also train on specific image sets. Given a new image, it can return the matched set with confidence 
values [105]. The candidate grasp sets were human generated with the Columbia University GraspIt! 
system [110] and stored in Google Cloud Storage for subsequent access. In the online phase of 3D 
robot grasping, the robot first captures an image of the object and uploads the image to the object 
recognition engine where identity of the object is attempted (see the collaboration diagram in Figure 
28). Upon successful identification of the object, the object’s pose estimation (previously generated 
offline with GraspIt!) is compared with a currently generated point cloud of the physical object. The 
best grasp that is most likely to succeed is then selected and executed. It is clear that the cloud 
computing services make it functionally feasible for the PR2 robot to perform the complex and 
computationally intensive grasping behaviour.  
 
Figure 28. System architecture for the online phase of 3D robot grasping using Google’s object 
recognition engine [105] (used with permission).  
Cloud robotic frameworks have also emerged in recent years and are a subsequent progression of 
combining cloud computing and robot middleware. RoboEarth [35] is a cloud robotic framework that 
primarily focuses on data sharing (via the Internet) and has a three-layered architecture comprising the 
database, cloud engine and robot client layers (see Figure 29). The database layer contains 
RoboEarth’s database and stores a global world model, including reusable information (eg., images), 
environments (eg., maps and object locations), and actions (e.g., action recipes and skills) linked to 
semantic information (e.g., properties and classes) [35]. Common web interfaces allow access to the 
database and database services. The cloud engine layer is used to increase a robot’s compute 
capabilities but also contains components that are part of a robot’s local control software. Their main 
purpose is to allow a robot to interpret RoboEarth’s action sequences. Additional components enhance 
and extend the robot’s sensing, reasoning, modelling, and learning capabilities and acts as an interface 
between the cloud-based database and the robots. The robot client layer implements various robot 
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skills and provides a generic interface to a robot’s specific, hardware-dependent functionalities via a 
hardware abstraction layer.  
 
Figure 29. RoboEarth’s three-layered architecture [111] (used with permission). Robotic clients 
interface with the RoboEarth cloud engine which provides access to the database, external 
APIs and other backend functionality.  
The cloud engine component of RoboEarth is a ROS compatible cloud framework called Rapyuta that 
is specifically designed for robot applications. Rapyuta is based on an elastic computing model that 
dynamically allocates secure computing environments for robots. These computing environments are 
tightly interconnected and allow robots to share their services and information with other robots, thus 
making Rapyuta a useful platform for multi-robot systems [30]. Figure 30 shows a simplified 
architecture of Rapyuta where each connected robot (to Rapyuta) has a secured computing 
environment, represented by the stacked rectangular boxes, to allocate their intensive computation into 
the cloud (see). The RoboEarth knowledge repository, represented by the stacked circular disks in the 
diagram, is accessed by the interconnected computing environments via high bandwidth connections.  
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Figure 30. A simplified overview of the Rapyuta framework [112] (Creative Commons 
Attribution 3.0 license). The rectangular boxes represent the secure computing environment 
allocated for each robot to offload their computational workload. Computing environments are 
tightly interconnected with each other and have a high bandwidth connection to the RoboEarth 
database (the stacked circular disks). 
DaVinci is another cloud computing framework, similar to RoboEarth, but is primarily used for 
offloading computationally intensive workloads from onboard robotic hardware and also data sharing. 
The main components of DaVinci (see Figure 31) comprise ROS and its multi-node infrastructure, the 
Hadoop MapReduce framework and the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Hadoop 
parallelises data processing across many cluster nodes (computers or hosts), speeding up large 
computations. Most of this processing occurs near the data or storage so that I/O latencies over the 
network are reduced. The HDFS file system is responsible for splitting file data into manageable 
blocks and distributes them across multiple nodes for parallel processing. The use of an Internet-
accessible Hadoop MapReduce framework basically makes DaVinci a cloud HPC system. Combined 
with its appropriate use of ROS for robot nodes, DaVinci allows robots to have integrated access to 
the HPC system. DaVinci’s authors, Arumugam et al. [34], also implemented a grid based FastSLAM 
in Hadoop that integrates with the DaVinci server. The FastSLAM algorithm was parallelised as 
MapReduce tasks for each particle’s trajectory and map estimates. This is an example of a 
computationally intensive mobile robot function that is specifically optimised for high performance, 
parallel computation and used within a cloud framework.  
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Figure 31. DaVinci cloud computing platform system architecture [34] (used with permission). 
4.5 Literature Review Summary 
Improving computational performance for autonomous mobile robots, which are complex 
heterogeneous systems, can have a vast range of solutions depending on the robot specifications and is 
a challenging problem. Robot applications which execute actuating robot control are ultimately what 
the system attempts to optimise in terms of performance. From the robotics system architectures 
previously described such as iRat, RUBI, Robovie (from Section 2.2), HERMIES-IIB (from Section 
4.2.2), Nao/NaoQi (further described in Section 5.3) and RoboEarth and DaVinci (from Section 
4.4.1), solutions usually comprise a combination of components whether it be hardware, software or 
both. Robotic system architecture, which includes both hardware and software, is critical to its 
computational performance as with any general computer systems architecture. Since robots are 
essentially built from computational hardware, any new developments in computing or computer 
architectures such as networking, cloud computing and GPUs are applicable with the appropriate 
framework or integration technologies involved. Heterogeneous components in a robotic system will 
require appropriate frameworks and integration. The integration of complex robotic systems can occur 
at multiple levels which includes the component hardware within a single robot, software frameworks, 
networks and distributed systems and cloud computing, which has its own levels of integration 
depending on the cloud service model. Robot control software architecture such as collaborative 
control (eg. subsumption architecture) and various forms of parallel computing are also heavily reliant 
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on the underlying hardware and software abstraction provided. Parallelisation is also critical to 
enhancing computational performance and can occur at multiple levels from multi-core CPUs, GPUs, 
multi-CPUs, to cluster and grid computing but typically do not support distributed control as 
parallelised processes must be non-interactive. Cluster and grid computing and other varieties of high 
performance computing systems can be part of a robot as seen with the HERMIES-IIB robot’s use of 
a hypercube computer (described in Section 4.2.2) and RUBI’s use of a local computer cluster. The 
HERMIES-IIB robot’s implementation is a rare example of combining robotic control with a parallel 
computer system but is completely lacking genericity due to the hypercube’s special development 
methods. The HERMIES-IIB is also restricted to onboard processing. RUBI, however, has its 
computing cluster off-board but the cluster is only used for particular compute-intensive behavioural 
processes.  
Cloud computing can also support HPC systems where cloud software platforms can provide elastic 
resource characteristics for both compute and storage. The fusion of HPC, cloud infrastructure and 
robotics then leads to cloud robotics and subsequent frameworks such as DaVinci and RoboEarth. 
These cloud robotic frameworks are the current state-of-the-art and demonstrate the collaborative and 
massive storage and compute benefits of cloud infrastructure for robotics. DaVinci, specifically, 
attempts to implement an HPC system in the cloud to perform compute-intensive robot tasks, which is 
similar to Google’s robot grasping two-tier implementation using Google’s object recognition engine 
in the cloud. Both systems are statically tiered akin to multi-tier architectures where processes are 
assigned to particular hardware tiers or subsystems. Distributed control also remains static and only 
particular behaviours are able to run in an HPC environment. Essentially, cloud applications remain in 
the cloud and are separate to on-premises functionality in robots. Dynamic distribution and 
parallelisation of robotic or generic computational processes within a heterogeneous system, which 
includes HPC, is not available in any current framework. There is no software platform or 
implementation that explicitly performs dynamic process distribution across a multi-scale (and 
networked) hardware hierarchy to optimise for performance. However, the variety of robotics 
performance enhancement solutions such as cloud robotics, particularly the HPC aspects, and 
distributed control paradigms reviewed in the literature provide a sound basis for this project to 
develop a new robot software framework, namely the CDP.  
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5 A Novel Computational Distribution Paradigm 
After establishing the literature review (see Chapters 2, 3 and 4) and premise of improving social 
robot performance by using a novel inter-disciplinary approach involving distributed, cloud and HPC, 
this chapter describes the design and implementation of the proposed CDP. The CDP’s new approach 
will first be described in Section 5.1 followed by its software requirements in Section 5.2 to provide 
the scope of implementation. Due to its selection as the robotic development platform, comprehensive 
descriptions of the Nao robot and its software framework, NaoQi, are described in Section 5.3. Further 
details include the software dependencies used and how they relate to the CDP’s main functions and 
architecture. Software design diagrams are provided both at the architectural and class levels. The 
software design and specification of the CDP’s architecture is presented in the latter sections and is 
subsequently followed by the results and findings of a pilot study implementation of the CDP on test 
robot behaviours in Chapter 6. 
5.1 A New Approach to Improving Robotic Computational Performance 
In accordance with the main goal of this project, a new approach to improving robotic computational 
performance can be proposed from the gaps identified in the literature review and also from the inter-
disciplinary and inter-related computing fields previously summarised in Section 1.7. Each field has 
its own set of challenges, which also may be opportunities for improving both computational 
performance and functional capability in robotics. The proposed CDP is intended to address a research 
gap in improving robotic computational performance by using an inter-disciplinary approach 
involving cloud computing/robotics, high performance and parallel computing, collaborative and 
distributed control and multi-tier systems. The CDP attempts to bridge the disconnection between 
HPC systems, where multiple independent and non-interactive computational processes can be 
launched dynamically, with highly interactive distributed control processes required in a robot. Thus, 
the core function of the CDP is to dynamically distribute robotic or generic computational processes 
across a multi-scale (and networked) hardware hierarchy at the application level, in order to provide a 
software platform to enhance computational performance by abstracting the underlying load 
balancing. The CDP will therefore increase computation capabilities and better cater for varying 
computational time scales, in areas such as robotics social interaction, to subsequently maximise 
computational performance and resource usage. The foundational reasons for the inter-disciplinary 
approach used by CDP are summarised as follows: 
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 Multi-tier Systems: A multi-tier, computational hardware hierarchy will always be required 
for robotics despite ever increasing (onboard) hardware and processor performance to cater for 
varying computational time scales, exhibited in areas such as robot social interaction. Low and 
high latency process requirements differ significantly and should be optimised to run on 
different hardware tiers. 
 Cloud computing and robotics: Cloud computing provides Internet-scale compute and 
storage resources for robots to alleviate their workload. The computational capabilities of 
cloud infrastructure are far beyond that of autonomous mobile robots. Elastic resources are 
also beneficial to statically or dynamically changing workload requirements.  
 High Performance and Parallel Computing: Mass dynamic launching of computational 
processes that run in parallel is essential for maximising computational performance and 
hardware resource usage. Parallel and grid computing paradigms are useful for computational 
load distribution across multiple machines, and potentially multiple robots.  
 Collaborative and Distributed Control: Robot behaviours and thus, its control functions can 
be very complex and require collaborative and distributed control. Multiple sources may be 
competing for a single control point and need formalised ways to resolve conflicts. Control 
software architectures can be employed to enforce function interfaces and control protocols. 
 CDP as a software platform: A software platform is necessary to encapsulate and abstract a 
robot system’s complexity and hardware heterogeneity. In order to support generic 
computational processes, the software platform must abstract the underlying computational 
hardware. Developers can also use a software platform to build robot applications that run 
within the CDP system and to lower production costs for application development. Integration 
of on-premises and cloud infrastructure can be beneficial to a cloud-based software platform.  
5.2 Requirements of Computational Distribution Paradigm 
The CDP’s software requirements are listed as shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1. CDP software requirements. 
ID Software Requirements 
1 The CDP will be a software platform that includes an API and a set of defined hardware and software 
dependencies, including runtime dependencies. 
2 The CDP will support robot application processes which operate in the CDP’s runtime environment. The 
computational processes will be abstracted from the underlying computational hardware. 
3 The CDP will support dynamic launching of processes and parallel processing. The number and 
functional nature of launched processes can be configured. 
4 The dynamically launched processes will be capable of being distributed across multiple machines. 
These machines can be networked either on a LAN or WAN, including the Internet. 
5 The process distribution will incorporate criteria to optimise for performance and resource usage taking 
into account the machines’ available resources, the distributed process’s workload, network latency and 
bandwidth and other applicable factors. 
6 All launched processes will have a client-server relationship and distributed control capabilities. The 
client-server relationship information can be configured. 
7 Dynamic distribution of launched processes will maintain all established process client-server 
relationships and include any dynamic state information associated with each process. 
8 All machines and devices can communicate with each other directly. 
5.3 Nao Robot Platform 
Aldebaran’s Nao humanoid robot (see Figure 32) was chosen as the development robotic platform for 
this thesis project due to its professional robot design specifically catering for robotics research and 
social interaction. Its commercial-grade software development platform also uses and integrates with 
modern technologies such as ROS. Strong customer and product support is also provided by 
Aldebaran. 
 
Figure 32. The Aldebaran Nao robot (v4.0 Atom, H25) used in this thesis project (Source: B. 
Song) is configured with the name “Naomi”.  
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Nao (v4.0 Atom, H25) has a height of 0.57m, weighs 4.3kg and a body mass index of 13.5/m
2
 making 
it a lightweight and compact robot. Nao’s feature sensors and actuators comprise a camera, 
accelerometer (for measuring acceleration), gyrometer (for detecting tilt and orientation), 
loudspeakers, microphone and infrared sensors (see Table 2). The four microphones are specially 
arranged to detect sound localisation. Other less common devices are used in Nao which include a 
magnetic rotary encoder (a type of electronic motor), ultrasonic sensors (which can be used to detect 
objects) and force sensing resistors (used to detect contact force). Nao’s limbs are quite flexible with 
relatively large degrees of freedom and movement of each joint can be individually controlled by 
programmable software (see Figure 33 for Nao’s kinematics). Nao is capable of hand and arm 
gestures, walking, turning and varying degrees of balancing but not running or jumping. 
 
Table 2. The Nao robot’s sensors and actuators (reproduced from [38]). 
Sensor Type  Quantity 
CMOS video camera 1 
Gyrometer 2 
Accelerometer 3 
Magnetic encoder (MRE) 34 
Force sensing resistor (FSR) 8 
Infrared sensor (emitter/receiver) 2 
Ultrasonic sensor 2 
Loudspeaker 2 
Microphone 4 
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Figure 33. Detailed kinematics of Nao [38] (used with permission).  
The main computer in Nao consists of an Intel Atom Z530 1.60 GHz central processing unit (CPU) 
with 256 MB SDRAM and 1 GB flash memory. Nao’s electronics hardware architecture and its 
components, shown in Figure 34, correspond to the sensors and actuators listed in Table 2. The 
actuators are controlled custom design integrated circuits based on Microchip 16 bit dsPICS 
microcontrollers. An ARM7 60MHz microcontroller located in the torso distributes information to all 
the actuator dsPICS microcontrollers through a RS485 bus. The ARM-7 microcontroller 
communicates with the CPU board through a USB-2 bus. USB, RS232 serial, WiFi, Ethernet and the 
camera are connected or located on the CPU motherboard (see Figure 34). Communications are 
performed via Ethernet or WiFi 802.11g protocol. 
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Figure 34. Nao computer and electronics architecture [38] (used with permission).  
5.3.1 NaoQi Software 
The Nao software stack starts with a proprietary Linux OS distribution developed by Aldebaran. The 
NaoQi OS, which is part of the NaoQi software platform, runs on top of the robot’s Linux OS. The 
NaoQi software platform includes a software framework and an API for developers, and supports a 
variety of Windows, Linux and Mac operating systems in both development and runtime and has 
cross-language support for Python and C++. NaoQi is marketed as a distributed robotics framework 
capable of remote procedure calls to invoke robot actions and also provides introspection, which 
allows the framework to know which functions are available in different software modules and where. 
NaoQi’s introspection is similar to ROS’s topic publish-subscribe model. These core features 
increases NaoQi’s integration for heterogeneous networked systems. Introspection is the foundation of 
the NaoQi API and monitoring and action function capabilities integrate with its communications 
infrastructure. Robot functionality is available in the form of modules that can be accessed by both 
local and remote procedure calls. Nao modules can also be created and are standalone software 
processes which run within the NaoQi framework centrally managed by the NaoQi OS, which runs on 
Nao. Modules have methods which can be defined and published (on the module’s IP address and port 
number) to the rest of the NaoQi system, and in turn, can be used by other modules.  
Multi-node communication within the NaoQi framework involves both local procedure calls (LPCs) 
and remote procedure calls (RPCs) with an example shown in Figure 35. The figure shows Robot 2 
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executing a LPC to save the data of DuckDistance into its own memory. The DuckDistance is 
subsequently retrieved and used by Robot 1 in RPCs to command Robot 2 to walk the 
DuckDistance. The PC can concurrently query Robot 2 for other information such as current battery 
life.  
 
Figure 35. NaoQi framework multi-node communication [113] (used with permission). 
Cross-compilation tools for Nao are also available on these supported OSs. This thesis project used 
NaoQi v2.1.0.19 with its C++ SDK and thus the CDP was programmed with C++. With C++ 
implementations, NaoQi encourages developers to use the industry standard boost C++ library for 
supplementary features, particularly boost smart pointers.  
NaoQi architecture concepts primarily consist of modules, sensors, actuators and remote and local 
events that communicate within these entities (see Figure 36). Both remote and local procedure calls, 
used to raise remote and local events, can access embedded behaviours or predefined robot software 
modules to control robot functions. Developers can also create custom modules that either run 
remotely or onboard the robot. The architecture is event-driven and is a modular and distributed 
environment that supports a variable number of executable binaries. Both parallel and sequential 
calling methods are supported by the NaoQi architecture. The distributed environment allows the user 
to run behaviours locally or remotely.  
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Figure 36. NaoQi architecture concept [38] (used with permission). The grey delineated line 
separates the local and remote modules.  
Robot functionalities such as motion, vision, text-to-speech, etc., can be run on a robot in the same 
executable or in a standalone executable that interacts with other modules on other computers [38]. 
The CDP primarily makes use of NaoQi’s software framework features summarised as follows [38]: 
 Shared memory management. Read, write and subscription procedures are available. 
 Executing methods through parallel, sequential or event-driven calls. 
 Process management. Allows finding a process and running a method in the process tree. 
 Modularity. The user can choose whether to compile an application as a dynamic library or as 
an executable without changing source code. 
 Encapsulation of communication. Method calls hide the underlying communication protocols 
such as SOAP and CORBA message passing. 
There are three object types in the NaoQi architecture which the CDP inherently uses [38]: 
1. Broker: A broker’s role is to expose modules (see Figure 36) to the rest of the architecture. A 
module must be linked to a broker to be accessible. Brokers manage network communication, 
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and a broker can be defined as a child of another broker, this yields a distributed broker tree 
centrally controlled by a NaoQi OS hosted on the Nao robot. Each broker listens on an 
available (and unique) socket on the device it is running on and knows about other brokers on 
the network through the NaoQi OS. Brokers must first register with NaoQi on start-up.  
2. Module: Modules contain user defined methods. They can expose methods called “bound 
methods” to the rest of the system. Local modules are two (or more) modules launched in the 
same process. They speak to each other using only one broker. Since local modules are in the 
same process, they can share variables and call each others’ methods without serialisation or 
networking. Remote modules communicate using the network and use brokers to communicate 
to other modules. Some features like direct memory access is unavailable for remote modules.  
3. Proxy: A proxy is designed to call a module wherever it is. The proxy explores the broker tree 
(located on Nao) to discover the module location in the network. It then chooses the most 
optimised way to communicate with it.  
NaoQi brokers contain Naoqi libraries which in turn expose their own library modules to the NaoQi 
runtime environment (see Figure 37). The NaoQi OS that runs on the robot is itself a broker which on 
start-up, reads from the autoload.ini configuration file that defines which libraries it should load. 
Each library contains one or more modules that use the broker to advertise their methods (see Figure 
38). Methods are attached to modules and modules are attached to a broker which forms a tree of 
methods accessible via the broker. Software processes which the CDP dynamically distributes are 
based on Nao modules and the broker communication system.   
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Figure 37. Nao broker, libraries and modules relationship [113] (used with permission).  
 
Figure 38. Nao broker, modules and methods relationship [113] (used with permission).  
5.4 System Architecture and Dependencies 
The system hardware architecture and other dependencies, including the CDP’s hardware hierarchy, 
are described in Section 5.4.1. The software development environment is described in Section 5.4.2 
and the system network setup is described in Section 5.4.3. 
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5.4.1 Hardware Hierarchy 
For the purposes of developing the CDP, a test system was setup with a hardware hierarchy. The 
system’s multi-scale hardware hierarchy consisted of two (statically provisioned) NeCTAR cloud VM 
instances which were accessible via the Internet and two PCs located on the laboratory’s LAN also 
connected to Nao (see Figure 39). The NeCTAR cloud VMs have public static IPs and thus by 
definition can access Internet resources. All PCs and cloud VM instances ran Ubuntu Linux 12.04 
LTS 32 bit which the NaoQi framework supports. The connection lines in the diagram are 
approximations of the overall architecture and do not reflect the actual connections. All machines and 
devices could access every other machine and device in the system which is a requirement of the 
CDP. Table 3 lists the specifications for the machines in the hardware hierarchy.  
 
Figure 39. System multi-scale hardware hierarchy for the CDP (Nao picture [114] used with 
permission). 
Table 3. Specifications of the hardware hierarchy. 
VM1 4 Virtual CPUs, 16GB RAM, 10GB disk space 
VM2 4 Virtual CPUs, 16GB RAM, 10GB disk space 
PC1 Dell Optiplex990, Intel Core i7 3.4GHz CPU, 8GB RAM, 500GB disk 
space 
PC2 Dell Optiplex960, Intel Core 2 Duo 3GHz CPU, 3.8GB RAM, 230GB 
disk space 
Nao Intel Atom Z530 1.60 GHz CPU, 256MB RAM, 1GB flash memory 
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5.4.2 Software Development Environment and Dependencies 
The software development environment is largely determined by the development environment 
requirements of Nao. The test system described in Section 5.4.1 uses Ubuntu Linux (12.04 LTS 
32bit), which also enforces a Linux development environment. The NaoQi framework provides some 
development tools such as qiBuild which is a build tool that runs on the development computer. 
qiBuild is a compilation tool that supports cross-platform development and thus can configure and 
build projects for various Nao robots and NaoQi supported OSs installed on separate machines. To 
achieve the cross-platform support, qiBuild uses Cross-platform Make (CMake), which is a cross-
platform and multi-platform meta-build Unix-based tool. Internally, qiBuild uses the development 
computer’s installed GNU C++ compiler to compile the source code. The NaoQi framework provides 
another tool called qiToolchain to create toolchains for qiBuild to know which set of tools to use to 
build a project. The toolchain has a compiler and a linker configured for the architecture of the robot 
or other hardware.  For convenience, this project used the Unix Make tool to better manage the 
multiple hardware executables and configuration files. The NaoQi C++ SDK itself uses industry 
standard libraries which include the Standard Template Library (STL) and Boost and thus newly 
created NaoQi modules will inherently include these libraries as well. qiBuild builds against the 
NaoQi C++ SDK which has its own copies of STL and Boost and does not use the development 
computer’s installed software libraries. Table 4 lists the software development dependencies used and 
their respective versions.  
 
Table 4. Software development tools and dependencies. 
Software Version 
qiBuild 3.6.2 
qiToolchain 3.6.2 
NaoQi OS and Framework 2.1.0.19 
GNU C++ compiler 4.6.3 
CMake 2.8.7 
Make 3.81 
5.4.3 Network Setup 
A critical issue in implementing the computational hardware hierarchy is the network connectivity for 
all hardware devices. The CDP requires network message passing across the entire hardware hierarchy 
as part of its core functionality. Network connectivity became more complex when NeCTAR cloud 
VM instances (connected via the Internet) needed to communicate with the laboratory PCs and Nao 
on a private LAN, hosted within the University of Queensland’s network. In addition to these 
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constraints, NaoQi’s broker design assumes all brokers, including NaoQi’s main broker, can 
communicate with each other and is unconcerned with the underlying network infrastructure. NaoQi 
brokers do not provide network bridging services. The solution to the CDP network setup within the 
context of the University of Queensland’s constraints was to host a virtual private network (VPN) 
server which the cloud VMs connected to via VPN clients (see the network design diagram in Figure 
40). The cloud VM instances connected to the laboratory via a VPN to allow the cloud VM instance to 
obtain a local network address. Once a cloud VM instance was on the local subnet, it could 
communicate with all local machines and devices. Multiple cloud VM instances could also connect in 
the same way. 
 
Figure 40. System network infrastructure and design. 
OpenVPN is the VPN technology used in the network design which enables the extension of a private 
network across a public network, namely the Internet and allows for bidirectional authentication based 
on certificates. Unlike Secure Shell (SSH) tunnelling which only supports Transmission Control 
Protocol (TCP) traffic, VPNs also support other protocols including User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
and Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP). NaoQi’s brokers also use ICMP and hence, SSH 
tunnelling would not suffice. The VPN functions with ethernet bridging to ensure that the LAN and all 
VPN clients are in the same broadcast domain (ie. within the same subnet). Since in this project, the 
cloud VM was also the only device outside the private LAN, the VPN client needed to be on the cloud 
VM and the VPN server needed to be on one of the laboratory PCs. It was also essential for the 
laboratory PC to have a public (and preferably static) IP address for the cloud VM VPN clients to 
connect to. This VPN network solution supported the Nao’s native broker and the module system 
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could be used as the standard communication infrastructure, avoiding unnecessary development 
overheads and other software dependencies. 
ROS was also considered to supplement the CDP’s communications infrastructure since it supports 
Nao and provides a standardised multi-node communication system (as used by DaVinci). However, a 
ROS implementation requires modifications to how ROS messages are routed back to Nao procedure 
calls. Another network design option was to implement custom proxies and connections (eg. HTTP or 
TCP), although implementing custom software for functions that other platforms already provide 
should be avoided where possible to reduce development time. To be a more complete solution, the 
CDP should support Internet bridging network functions but this is beyond the scope of this thesis.  
5.5 Computational Distribution Paradigm Software Architecture 
The CDP has an overarching architecture but is also composed of several parts. This section will 
describe in detail the architecture and components of the CDP. An architectural overview will first be 
described in Section 5.5.1 with subsequent sections describing the CDP’s API and other technical 
details.  
5.5.1 Overview 
The main principle behind the architecture of the CDP is to dynamically load balance computational 
processes across a hardware hierarchy in order to optimise performance. Processes run on each 
machine based on functional necessity and their computational time scales and machines are network 
connected to each other via the underlying network infrastructure (see Figure 41). Nao can process 
functions that must happen onboard such as face and speech detection (via the camera and 
microphones) and obstacle avoidance (via infrared and sonar sensors). Simple reactive behaviours and 
processes that require sensor inputs are hardcoded for the onboard hardware, as attempting to 
distribute any process intended for immediate response will inherently be slower due to distribution 
and network latency. Only a limited number of these hardcoded processes should be implemented 
onboard so that it does not overload the hardware and potentially invalidate the fundamental purpose 
of dynamic load distribution. The PC can process more computationally intensive behaviours and can 
interface to the user through keyboard controls. The highest tier is the cloud where the most 
computationally expensive processes are run such as face recognition and related processing. Cloud 
resources are statically provisioned for the CDP and enable elastic resource allocation with a cloud 
platform service. This was not used as part of this thesis project. Using a cloud platform service 
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certainly can be beneficial to the CDP but adds little benefit to its fundamental ideas and hence, is 
beyond the scope of this project.  
 
Figure 41. A simplified architectural overview of the CDP using the Nao robot, a PC and a 
cloud VM instance, each at a different hardware tier.  
The CDP is primarily based on network messaging, using the underlying NaoQi framework, across 
the hardware hierarchy. A software controller runs on each machine or device to handle the network 
messaging and events and decide which processes are to run on its own hardware. If the hardware 
decides it cannot run the process, it will distribute the process to another machine. Process distribution 
protocols ensure the process runs on the most suitable machine with available resources and other 
criteria. These distributed processes are implemented as NaoQi modules and the actual distribution is 
performed by stopping a module and then relaunching the module on another machine. The state and 
meta-data of the module process are serialised and deserialised across the network to the destined 
hardware for the new module to be relaunched with identical state and parameters. The module 
process meta-data includes configured information about the process such as its unique process name, 
computational load and other information read by the controller used for dynamic load balancing (see 
Figure 46 for a sample configuration). Process memory dumps are not used since a machine cannot 
handle different types of cross-compiled binaries and this would also make the hardware abstraction 
void. The stopping and relaunching of a module process is possible by having near identical source 
code cross-compiled for all machines and thus when a process is distributed, only one particular 
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hardware tier is processing it using its own compiled binary which in turn is using an exclusive 
section of the binary with the associated meta-data. Source code differences, if any, are only related to 
start-up code in the main function. At the utmost, one machine is executing a particular module 
process at any given time.  
Having multiple controllers allows for multiple independent points of failure and thus enables higher 
redundancy resilience. The controller at each hardware level processes the initial configured processes 
on start-up. Configuration files are located at each hardware tier to customise parameters for specific 
runtime requirements (further specified in Section 5.5.4). Each controller continuously polls its own 
hardware tier to monitor computational load including CPU and memory usage. When the controller 
detects very limited resources remaining on the hardware based on configured criteria, the controller 
prevents new processes being allocated to its hardware and relays new processing requests to other 
available machines, if possible. Hence, the controller on each machine (or machine controller) is 
responsible for both reactive distribution originating from other controller requests as well as making 
its own distribution requests to controllers of other machines. The CDP is not limited to linear 
hierarchies (as shown in Figure 41) and can organise machines into what is called hardware tier 
groupings to support multi-node and multi-tier machine structures to perform its computational 
distribution. The hardware tier grouping’s main purpose is to enable a particular machine to only 
know about machines in its group even though it is network connected to every other machine in the 
system. The smaller groupings reduce network latency by limiting the search space for a machine to 
offload a process to. 
Each hardware tier grouping contains a relatively small number of machines and each group controller 
machine (different from the software controller on each machine), labelled ‘C’ in Figure 41, is 
responsible for distributing processes to machines in its group, which include itself and drone 
machines, labelled ‘D’. A group would typically contain similar types of hardware and network 
latency relative to Nao but hardware tier groupings can be completely arbitrary. Drones constantly 
update the group controller of their status information which includes resource availability and 
latency. Hence, the group controller is constantly up to date with all the machines’ status information 
in its group, including itself. Only the group controller is able to distribute processes. Drones contact 
the group controller first to perform offload requests of any of its own processes. Drones are only 
configured to know about their group controller. On the contrary, a group controller is configured to 
be aware of other group controllers. Drones are made known to their group controller during runtime 
upon registering and polling their group controller. Drone deregistration takes place when the drone 
stops polling its group controller and times out which makes the tier grouping behave dynamically as 
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the drones are self-configuring. The CDP also supports multiple software controllers on the same 
machine and so a drone process could coexist with a group controller process. The hardware tier 
groupings and configuration are abstracted from where the software controllers are located, whether 
they be drones or group controllers. However, for the purposes and scope of this thesis, only scenarios 
where one software controller is assigned to a machine are described.  
 
Figure 42. The CDP’s hardware tier grouping concept: C stands for a group controller machine 
and D stands for a drone machine (Nao picture [114] used with permission). 
Upon receiving a process distribution request, the group controller may distribute the process to 
another drone in its group, itself or forward the process distribution request to another group controller 
it knows about. Group controllers publish an Availability Score, calculated from resource availability 
and network latency measurements, to let other group controllers know how suitable it is to forward 
on a process distribution request. This is defined as process distribution routing and is further 
described in Section 5.5.6. Process distribution criteria (used in distribution routing) are further 
described in Section 5.5.3. Dividing the system’s hardware hierarchy into small groups provides an 
efficient distribution method as each hardware device avoids having to iterate through the entire list of 
machines in the system. This efficiency is most noticeable when machines do not have to 
communicate with other machines that are separated by enormous geographic distances and network 
latency. Hardware group sizes should not be too big as this defeats the original purpose of dividing the 
hardware into groups. Hardware tier groupings are consistent with ensuring the CDP’s hardware 
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hierarchy is both multi-tiered and multi-scale. If large numbers of machines are required, the number 
of hardware groupings should increase proportionally as opposed to scaling the size of each group.  
5.5.2 Platform Application Program Interface 
The CDP is a software platform that also aims to provide an API which in turn provides an interface 
for developers to implement software to be used within the CDP. In this project, the CDP was 
implemented as robot middleware based on the NaoQi framework, which in itself is also robot 
middleware thus making the CDP an extension of NaoQi’s platform and API. Currently, the API is in 
a prototype state and the segregation of user code and API code may not be so clear but user code 
sections will be specified in relevant descriptions. Two of the main API components of the CDP are 
the CompDistributionController and DistributionModule classes as seen in the Unified 
Modeling Language (UML) diagram of Figure 43 which shows the key class attributes and methods 
for the purposes of conveying the CDP’s internal software mechanisms. 
+serialise()
+deserialise()
+getCustomParams()
+setCustomParams()
+distributionStop()
+distributionInit()
+isStatic
+toDelete
+processName
+callerProcessName
+classType
+usageCPU
+usageMemory
+clientProcesses
+customParams
DistributionModule
ALModule
+compDistribution()
+hardwareUpdate()
+compDistributionPollCheckThread()
+offloadRequired()
+calculateAvailability()
+updateToTierController()
+offloadProcess()
+findHardwareToDistribute()
+distributeToThisHardware()
+systemCPUUsage
+systemMemoryUsage
CompDistributionController
+distributionInit()
+distributionStop()
+getCustomParams()
+setCustomParams()
+aCustomBehaviour()
-stateVariable
SampleBehaviourProcess
 
Figure 43. Core API software classes of the CDP: DistributionModule and 
CompDistributionController.  
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The DistributionModule class (see Figure 43) is at the core of the CDP and is required for any 
behavioural module to inherit from if the module is to be used part of the CDP in conjunction with 
NaoQi’s ALModule class. ALModule is required by the NaoQi framework for all custom modules to 
inherit from and is used in its broker communication system. Hence, all CDP module processes need 
to implement multiple inheritance from both ALModule and DistributionModule classes (shown 
with the SampleBehaviourProcess class in Figure 43). To complement ALModule, the 
DistributionModule class, essentially an interface class, is responsible for enforcing a common 
structure for module classes to adhere to for dynamic distribution. SampleBehaviourProcess 
implements the DistributionModule class attributes and methods; their functional descriptions are 
listed in Table 5 and Table 6, respectively.  
 
Table 5. DistributionModule class attributes.  
Class Attribute Description 
isStatic Configured. Determines whether this module can be distributed. 
toDelete A dynamic state variable to indicate whether this module can be deleted from 
memory. 
processName Configured. The name of this module and used as a unique identifier throughout the 
CDP. All machines are configured to know all process names. 
callerProcessName Configured. The name of the calling or parent module process if available. Modules 
are able to launch other modules and relate to process dependency trees described in 
Section 5.5.4. 
classType Configured. The class or type of this module and is used as part of the process 
distribution criteria. Certain machines can specifically accept or refuse a module 
classType. 
usageCPU Configured. Estimate of CPU usage of this module only as a percentage of system 
CPU usage. Calculated from configured CPU resource units, further described in 
Section 5.5.4. 
usageMemory Configured. Estimate of memory usage of this module only as a percentage of 
system memory usage. Calculated from configured memory resource units, further 
described in Section 5.5.4.  
clientProcesses A vector containing all the client (or child) processes of this module. Client 
processes are also DistributionModule objects which in turn can have their own 
client process vector.  
customParams A set of custom state variables and parameters for this module process. 
Implemented as a (NaoQi) ALValue object, which can have a vector data structure. 
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Table 6. DistributionModule class methods. 
Class Method Description 
serialise Serialises client processes into (NaoQi) ALValue object arrays to be used within 
NaoQi’s message passing data structure. Used when a module is being distributed to 
another machine.  
deserialise Deserialises previously serialised client processes into a vector data structure. Used 
when a process, from a process distribution request, is being launched on this 
machine. 
getCustomParams To be overridden by the derived module. Returns the custom parameters and 
variables of this module process.  
setCustomParams To be overridden by the derived module. Sets the custom parameters and variables 
for this module process. 
distributionInit To be overridden by the derived module. The initial launching of this module, as 
specified by configuration, and should contain initialisation routines. 
distributionStop To be overridden by the derived module. Stops this module from running on this 
hardware. Needs to unsubscribe from subscribed events first. Will still need to be 
deleted from memory separately but only after this module has stopped.  
The CompDistributionController class is the implementation of the software controller 
required on each machine and provides the main functionalities in process distribution for all 
machines. CompDistributionController inherits from DistributionModule and ALModule 
(as seen in Figure 43) and is itself a module process except that it will forever be running on its 
assigned machine and never be distributed. Every machine within the CDP hardware hierarchy has 
exactly one implementation of this class and provides the machine with the ability to receive process 
distribution requests and distribute its own machine’s processes to other available machines. The 
CompDistributionController class attributes and methods and their functional descriptions are 
listed in Table 7 and Table 8, respectively. Some CompDistributionController code differs for 
group controller so drone logic and C++ pre-processor directives (for conditional compilation) are 
used to distinguish the separate parts.  
 
Table 7. CompDistributionController class attributes. 
Class Attribute Description 
systemCPUUsage The real-time system CPU usage as a percentage. 
systemMemoryUsage The real-time system memory usage as a percentage. 
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Table 8. CompDistributionController class methods. 
Class Method Description 
compDistribution Method is published to receive distribution requests. It can also be called 
locally to distribute local processes. 
hardwareUpdate Only applies to group controller machines. Method is published to accept 
updates of hardware information from other machines such as resource usage 
and network latency.  
compDistribution-
PollCheckThread 
Runs in its own (boost) thread and is the main loop within each 
CompDistributionController. The loop performs the following: updates 
its (configured) list of group controllers of its availability score (an estimated 
indication of a machine’s available resources, further described in Section 
5.5.4) and machine resource usage information; polls this machine’s current list 
of processes and decides if any processes need to be offloaded; processes are 
distributed according to the distribution criteria; processes memory clean up 
routines.  
offloadRequired To test if this machine requires offloading processes according to process 
distribution criteria. Checks if the current system memory or CPU usage has 
exceeded their respective thresholds. See Section 5.5.3 for more details on 
process distribution criteria.  
calculateAvailability Only used by group controller machines and calculates the availability score 
for the group controller to publish. The availability score is an accumulated 
weighted sum of CPU and memory resources of all machines within its 
grouping including itself and other group controllers.  
updateToTierContoller Updates resource usage information of this machine to the tier group controller 
including CPU and memory usage and network latency.  
offloadProcess Offloads (or distributes) a process to the destined machine. First saves and 
serialises the state of the process, which is then passed with the process meta-
data to the destined machine to be relaunched. Offloading a process is 
otherwise known as process shifting where the process terminates on one 
machine and relaunches, with the original state information, on a new machine. 
findHardwareTo-
Distribute 
Finds the best machine to distribute a process to according to the process 
distribution criteria. Scans its current group’s drones first (only if it is a group 
controller) and if no drones are suitable or available, this method then checks 
for the availability of its configured list of group controllers.  
distributeToThis-
Hardware 
Distributes the process to this hardware and is preceded by a process 
distribution request and successful validation of process distribution criteria. 
When using the CDP’s API, the developer should be aware of two main processes that can be 
distributed which are state-full and stateless processes. The state-full process contains state 
information whereas the stateless process does not. With the offloadProcess method in the 
compDistributionController class, the saving of state information is necessary for state-full 
processes. However, this does not apply to stateless processes as they have no state. The distribution 
of a stateless process is a command to tell this machine to terminate its processing and instruct another 
machine to relaunch the process. Additionally, it is not essential for stateless processes to be NaoQi 
modules inheriting from the ALModule and DistributionModule classes, which also means 
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stateless processes cannot listen or publish within the NaoQi framework. Distributing a stateless 
process still requires meta-data to be passed. State-full processes are required to be NaoQi modules. 
Process distribution is defined into two main categories: polling distribution versus request 
distribution. Polling distribution refers to the class method compDistributionPollCheckThread, 
a threaded loop which constantly polls its own system resources and decides if its currently running 
processes need to be offloaded (or process shifted) to another machine. Request distribution refers to 
the compDistribution class method which caters for incoming process distribution requests made 
by other group controllers. When a process distribution request is given to a group controller and it is 
found that none of this current group’s machines are available, the group controller forwards on the 
process distribution request, otherwise known as process distribution routing further described in 
Section 5.5.6. The CDP also allows processes to have client-server relationship structures which are 
maintained throughout process distribution. The CDP’s support for distributed control in maintaining 
client-server process relationships is detailed in Section 5.5.5.  
CompDistributionController uses the global container variables in the Globals class to access 
TierHardware objects which are either drones or group controllers (see Figure 44). The 
compDistributionController class uses two lists of TierHardware class objects to keep track 
of the group controller and drone machines. A list is assigned to each machine type respectively in the 
Globals class. TierHardware is a container class which has all the attributes associated with a 
machine. Globals also contains another list, hardwareProcesses, for managing all module 
processes running on its machine, which includes CompDistributionController. Table 9 lists 
the attributes and methods of Globals and Table 10 lists the attributes of TierHardware. 
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1
1..*
+compDistribution()
+hardwareUpdate()
+compDistributionPollCheckThread()
+offloadRequired()
+calculateAvailability()
+updateToTierController()
+offloadProcess()
+findHardwareToDistribute()
+distributeToThisHardware()
+systemCPUUsage
+systemMemoryUsage
CompDistributionController
+getControllerModule()
+hardwareProcesses
+droneHardware
+groupControllerHardware
Globals
+controllerName
+systemCPUUsage
+systemMemoryUsage
+systemMemoryUseThreshold
+systemCPUUseThreshold
+networkLatency
+isTierController
+hardwareHostIP
+timeLastUpdated
+hardwareResourceUnitCPU
+hardwareResourceUnitMemory
+availabilityScore
TierHardware
 
Figure 44. CDP software class relationships between Globals, CompDistributionController and 
TierHardware. 
 
Table 9. Globals class attributes and methods. 
Property Description 
hardwareProcesses 
Attribute 
The list of all module processes of this machine. 
droneHardware 
Attribute 
The list of drone machines in this machine’s hardware tier grouping. Only applies 
to group controllers.  
groupController-
Hardware 
Attribute 
The list of group controllers configured for this machine. A drone machine has 
exactly one group controller configured. A group controller can have multiple 
group controllers configured not including itself.  
getControllerModule 
Method 
Returns the CompDistributionController module process object of this 
machine.  
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Table 10. TierHardware class attributes. 
Class Attribute Description 
controllerName Configured. The name of the controller for this machine and is used to publish itself 
within the CDP/NaoQi communication framework. This name must be unique 
within the CDP.  
systemCPUUsage The hardware’s current system CPU usage, as a percentage. 
systemMemoryUsage The hardware’s current system memory usage, as a percentage. 
systemCPUUse-
Threshold 
Configured. The hardware’s system CPU usage threshold, as a percentage. 
systemMemoryUse-
Threshold 
Configured. The hardware’s system memory usage threshold, as a percentage. 
networkLatency The current network latency of this hardware relative to where this TierHardware 
object is programmatically accessed. 
isTierController Configured. Determines whether this hardware is a group controller. 
hardwareHostIP The IP address of the hardware. 
timeLastUpdated The Unix time timestamp of the last time this TierHardware object was updated. 
A configured timeout of 20 seconds is enforced. If the time of the last update 
exceeds the timeout period, the TierHardware object is deemed invalid by 
CompDistributionController and deleted.  
hardwareResource-
UnitCPU 
Configured. The CPU resource unit of the hardware, used to abstract and support 
cross-platform CPU resource calculations.  
hardwareResource-
UnitMemory 
Configured. The memory resource unit of the hardware, used to abstract and support 
cross-platform memory resource calculations. 
availabilityScore Only used by a group controller machine. A floating point number to indicate the 
score of the accumulated hardware in its grouping and other configured group 
controllers that are currently available to this group controller. 
 
The main components of the CDP’s API have been described in this section, whose main purpose was 
to illustrate an overview of the software platform. The following sections continue to detail the CDP’s 
functional aspects and inevitably include parts which involve or overlap with the API.  
5.5.3 Process Distribution Criteria 
Process distribution criteria are a critical part of the CDP as it determines the conditions in which 
processes are distributed and to which destined machine via the distribution routing process. Upon 
receiving a process distribution request, the machine controller uses information associated with each 
process to determine if the process can be allocated to its hardware. Each distributed process is 
configured to have a behaviour class type and unique identifier that is known by all machines. 
Distributed processes can also have dynamic parameters that change with time such as computational 
load and network latency between two hardware tiers. The CDP is responsible for continually 
calculating these dynamic parameters. The criteria used to evaluate process distribution which has 
some correlation to the TierHardware and DistributionModule classes are as follows: 
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 Process name (Unique ID), configured 
 Process class type, configured 
 Process memory usage (absolute value, in memory resource units), configured 
 Process CPU usage (percentage of system, in CPU resource units), configured 
 Network latency (between two machines) 
 Machine’s current CPU usage (percentage of system) 
 Machine’s current memory usage (percentage of system) 
 Machine’s configured CPU usage threshold (percentage of system), configured 
 Machine’s configured memory usage threshold (percentage of system), configured 
 Machine’s CPU resource unit (percentage of system), configured 
 Machine’s memory resource unit (absolute value), configured 
 Machine’s availability score (only for group controller) 
 
The above list’s criteria provides a basic set of resource related criteria used by the CDP, some of 
which are configured attributes and are specified in Section 5.5.4. The distribution criteria are 
essentially about allocating a module process’s resource requirements (specified in 
DistributionModule), to an available machine that is sufficiently resourced (specified in 
TierHardware). The CPU and memory resource units provide an abstraction to process resource 
requirements to support multiple hardware resource specifications. Each machine is configured with 
the resource units which act as a scalar to the process resource requirements. The current method to 
determine the resource unit values requires manual testing of a sample process on each machine (with 
different system specifications) and is a limitation of the CDP. The process resource requirements are 
static while the resource units can be different across multiple machines. The product of the resource 
unit and the process resource becomes the resource required for the process, for this machine: 
Memory Resource Unit × Process Memory Usage = Memory Required 
CPU Resource Unit × Process CPU Usage = CPU Required 
Equation 1. 
Process distribution criteria are used in situations where process distribution is necessary or in a query 
to decide if it is necessary. Namely, distribution criteria are used in the offloadRequired and 
findHardwareToDistribute class methods. offloadRequired checks whether this machine is 
currently overloaded by testing whether the machine’s current CPU usage has exceeded the machine’s 
configured CPU usage threshold or if the machine’s current memory usage has exceeded the 
machine’s configured memory usage threshold. When findHardwareToDistribute is executed, 
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CompDistributionController has already decided the process should be offloaded on to another 
machine and its own machine is not for consideration. If there are no drones available in its current 
group, a group controller then iterates through its list of group controllers and chooses the group 
controller with the highest availability score (closely related to process distribution routing further 
described in Section 5.5.6). A machine’s availability score is used to estimate its resource availability 
in order to publish and inform other group controllers of its availability. The available score is given 
by the sum of the group’s drones’ actual CPU and memory availability plus, the sum of the 
availability scores of other configured group controllers (of this machine). A drone is available only if 
both CPU and memory availabilities are above zero. The availability score’s equation is as follows: C 
is a drone’s systemCPUUseThreshold – systmeCPUUsage; M is a drone’s 
systemMemoryUseThreshold – systmeMemoryUsage; A is the availability score of a configured 
group controller; N is the network latency (milliseconds) from the drone to this machine and a, b and c 
are scalar constants for their respective variables thereby defining a weighted sum in Equation 2. The 
constants a, b and c were all configured to be 1 for the purposes of this thesis. Varying these 
constants, which will directly vary the respective constant’s weighted variable, and their effects on the 
weighted sum and subsequent distribution criteria will remain as part of future work. 
∑(𝑎𝐶𝑖 + 𝑏𝑀𝑖 + 𝑐
1
𝑁𝑖
) + ∑ 𝐴𝑗
𝑚
𝑗
𝑛
𝑖=1
 
Equation 2. 
A group controller is available for distribution only if it publishes the availability score to be greater 
than zero. If the availability score is less or equal to zero, the group controller is not a candidate for 
distribution. Initially, on system start-up, a group controller can only calculate its availability score 
from its own group. Over time, the system will allow group controllers to update their availability 
score to other configured group controllers.  
5.5.4 System Configuration and Initialisation 
System configuration was implemented by using the Boost Property Tree library [115] and its 
Extensible Markup Language (XML) format. A configuration file is meant to be installed on every 
machine in the CDP. The Property Tree provides a data structure (in XML) that supports storing 
arbitrarily deeply nested tree nodes with values, indexed at each level by a specified key. Nodes in the 
tree have an ordered list of subnodes and their keys. The concatenation of multiple keys is used to 
specify a path and access nodes in the tree. Programmatic functions of the Property Tree are part of 
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the boost C++ API. Conceptually, a Property Tree node has the following structure shown in Figure 
45: 
struct ptree { 
   // data associated with the node 
   data_type data; 
 
   // ordered list of named children 
   list< pair<key_type, ptree> > children; 
}; 
Figure 45. Boost Property Tree conceptual structure [115]. 
key_type and data_type are both configurable. The ordered list of named children contains other 
nodes to enable deep nesting, which the CDP uses to specify its configuration, particularly for nesting 
processes in process dependency relationships. Process dependency is defined in the CDP as a process 
to have a functional relationship between one or more processes. The functional relationship can 
involve state changes, network message passing or simply a conceptual connection. More detail on 
process relationships and inter-process dependencies is provided in Section 5.5.5. In the configuration 
file, many of the non-nested or non-grouped element values correlate to the TierHardware class (see 
Table 10) and the process distribution criteria specified in Section 5.5.3 (also see Figure 46 which 
shows a sample configuration file for Nao). The set of broker-related configuration parameters which 
involve a unique name, and a unique IP and port (for a network socket) are used for the attached 
broker in this module process. The unique network socket allows multiple software controller 
processes to run on the same machine, provided each module is also correctly configured with unique 
CompDistributionController names. The distributionHardwares element container 
specifies the list of other group controllers that this machine should know about. Note that drones are 
not specified here since drones self-configure at runtime. The startingProcess and process 
elements both define processes in the CDP. A startingProcess process is launched on system 
start-up and a process specified by the process element remains dormant. All processes have five 
mandatory configurable attributes: name, static, classType, usageCPU and usageMemory (defined in 
Table 11) which correlates to some of the process distribution criteria. Processes can be configured 
with custom parameters as well but they require specific corresponding (hard-coded) source code in 
the configuration class to read in these parameters.  
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<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<CompDistribution> 
    <hardwareHostIP>192.168.1.2</hardwareHostIP> 
    <brokerName>NaoqiBroker</brokerName> 
    <brokerIP>0.0.0.0</brokerIP> 
    <brokerPort>54000</brokerPort> 
    <compDistributionControllerName> 
        CompDistributionControllerNaoqi 
    </compDistributionControllerName> 
    <isGroupController>true</isGroupController>  
    <systemMemoryUseThreshold>0</systemMemoryUseThreshold> 
    <systemCPUUseThreshold>0</systemCPUUseThreshold>  
    <hardwareResourceUnitCPU>7</hardwareResourceUnitCPU> 
    <hardwareResourceUnitMemory>5</hardwareResourceUnitMemory> 
 
    <distributionHardwares> 
        <groupController> 
            <name>CompDistributionControllerPC</name> 
            <hostIP>192.168.1.2</hostIP> 
        </groupController> 
    </distributionHardwares> 
  
    <startingProcess> 
        <name>SpeechDetectionReaction</name> 
        <static>false</static> 
        <classType>0</classType> 
        <usageCPU>1</usageCPU> 
        <usageMemory>1</usageMemory> 
        <process> 
            <name>TestTalk</name> 
            <static>false</static> 
            <classType>0</classType> 
            <usageCPU>0.5</usageCPU> 
            <usageMemory>0.5</usageMemory> 
        </process> 
    </startingProcess> 
</CompDistribution> 
Figure 46. Sample CDP configuration file.  
Table 11. Mandatory configured process attributes. 
Configured Attribute Description 
name The name of this process that is unique in the CDP system. 
static Determines whether this process can be distributed. 
classType The class or type of this process. Currently, there are only two class types: 0 for 
non-Internet access processes and 1 for Internet access processes. 
usageCPU This process’s CPU usage in CPU resource units. 
usageMemory This process’s memory usage in memory resource units. 
 
As enabled by the Boost Property Tree’s support for nested node structures, processes can also have a 
nested tree structure as shown in Figure 46 with SpeechDetectionReaction encompassing 
TestTalk. SpeechDetectionReaction first detects a voice command, which then launches 
TestTalk which causes Nao to say a phrase in response to the voice command. Thus, the TestTalk 
process is dependent on SpeechDetectionReaction, or in other words, TestTalk is only enabled 
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through SpeechDetectionReaction, which is classified as a process dependency. Process 
dependencies form process dependency trees (see Figure 47) which are used by the CDP to specify 
and support complex inter-process relationships, commonly seen in robotics and distributed systems. 
Since the CDP is designed to dynamically distribute processes across multiple machines, the process 
dependency tree allows processes to retain their relationships within a distributed system. Potentially, 
TestTalk could have sibling processes or have child processes of its own. The nested process tree 
structure is read into a machine’s CDP executable by recursive descent parsing of the XML and 
subsequently stored in the clientProcesses vector data structure within the 
DistributionModule class (Table 5 in Section 5.5.2). These dependency trees and configured 
parameters stay static for the lifetime of the process. The root process node must be a 
startingProcess otherwise it will never be launched (which is different to a launched but idle 
process).  
 
Figure 47. CDP process dependency tree concept.  
The Config class reads in the XML configuration and assigns the global configuration parameters 
and process definitions which other behaviour classes use (see Figure 48). Processes that are 
configured to be a startingProcess are launched with subsequent nested processes being 
recursively assigned to their parent processes. As processes are launched on executable start-up, 
system initialisation occurs.  
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+init()
+initProcesses()
+createProcess()
+parseConfig()
+brokerName
+brokerIP
+brokerPort
+compDistributionControllerName
+hardwareHostIP
+isGroupController
+systemMemoryUseThreshold
+systemCPUUseThreshold
+hardwareResourceUnitMemory
+hardwareResourceUnitCPU
Config DistributionModule ALModule
+clientProcesses
SpeechDetectionReaction
TestTalk
ConfigFile.xml
 
Figure 48. Config class, configuration file and module process relationships. The Config class 
attributes correlate to the XML configuration specified in Figure 46. 
Executables on each machine may start at different times and in any order which developers must take 
into account for any custom start-up functionality. A launched behavioural process (within an 
executable) can either execute a function immediately or be in idle mode and listening for events. 
Figure 49 shows an example of CDP initialisation sequence involving two hardware tier groupings, 
Alpha, which contains AlphaGroupController and AlphaDrone1 and Beta, which contains 
BetaGroupController and BetaDrone1. All machines start at different times with BetaDrone1 starting 
first and then attempting to update BetaGroupController with its initial registration and resource 
availability information. BetaGroupController has not started yet but BetaDrone1 recognises it and 
keeps polling BetaGroupController. Both AlphaGroupController and AlphaDrone1 then start up and 
AlphaDrone1 successfully updates AlphaGroupController. AlphaGroupController can now issue 
offload requests to AlphaDrone1. BetaGroupController subsequently starts and is followed by an 
update from BetaDrone1. Since AlphaGroupController has BetaGroupController configured as one of 
its group controllers, AlphaGroupController also issues an update to BetaGroupController. At this 
point BetaGroupController can consider AlphaGroupController and BetaDrone1 for process 
distribution requests. 
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4: updateToTierController()
AlphaGroupController AlphaDrone1 BetaGroupController BetaDrone1
1: start()
7: start()
5: noControllerFound()
2: start()3: start()
6: updateToTierController()
9: updateToTierController()
8: updateToTierController()
 
Figure 49. CDP system sample initialisation sequence. 
5.5.5 Distributed Control Using Client-Server Process Relationships 
The CDP is capable of distributing a currently running process, otherwise known as process shifting, 
which is one of the CDP’s core features. Process shifting involving multiple inter-related processes 
can be described as a client-server relationship. Server processes which instantiate other client 
processes can retain a state in which the instantiated processes can modify. The converse is also true 
where the caller process can modify the instantiated process’s state. State information can include 
both the control flags of the distribution paradigm as well as the data needed for executing the various 
robotic behaviours. Both the server and client processes can be distributed on the hardware hierarchy 
but the state information associated to each process is also transferred accordingly. An example of 
process shifting in Figure 50 shows a UML sequence diagram of the SpeechDetectionReaction 
(the pseudo server process) and ProcessSpeech (the pseudo client process) routine. 
SpeechDetectionReaction is a state-full module process inheriting from DistributionModule 
and ALModule as prescribed by the CDP whereas ProcessSpeech is a stateless process that is not a 
NaoQi module since it does not use CDP module functions. It is important to note that stateless and 
generic processes can still access and utilise other modules’ functions. 
SpeechDetectionReaction, which starts on Nao, retains the control state that determines if Nao 
can enable speech detection and is used to ensure that further identical speech commands (within this 
module) are not instantiated when a command is already being processed. From the diagram (in 
Figure 50), the user first executes a recognised voice command which causes the speech detection to 
be disabled. SpeechDetectionReaction subsequently launches ProcessSpeech to be 
processed on the PC where the speech is executed. Due to the contrived scenario, 
SpeechDetectionReaction process shifts to the PC from Nao (hypothetically because of limited 
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resources on Nao) while the speech is being processed. Note that the process shift retains the state, 
whereby speech detection remains disabled. Once the speech processing is completed, 
ProcessSpeech issues the completed message back to SpeechDetectionReaction, which the 
CDP handles correctly by directing the message to the PC instead of Nao, where 
SpeechDetectionReaction was initialised. The completed message routing is possible because 
ProcessSpeech retained its parent process name as part of the CDP’s distribution. The parent 
process’s name is used to lookup the parent SpeechDetectionReaction module in the NaoQi 
broker module system. Since a process shift operation requires the process to be terminated on Nao 
and restarted on the PC, SpeechDetectionReaction registers itself using the PC’s broker which 
has an associated (configured) static IP. Hence, when there is a request to look for 
SpeechDetectionReaction, the NaoQi framework will direct this request to the correct (physical) 
machine. Once the completed message is passed to SpeechDetectionReaction and resets the 
state change, speech detection is re-enabled.  
ProcessSpeech SpeechDetectionReaction
1: initiatedOnNaoRobot()
2: speechCommandRecognised()
3: stopSpeechDetection()
4: initiateSpeechProcessing()
5: switchModuleToPC()6: processSpeech()
7: completed()
8: startSpeechDetection()
 
Figure 50. Process client-server distribution sequence diagram. 
5.5.6 Process Distribution Routing 
Process distribution routing is a core part of the CDP. It allows the CDP to distribute module 
processes within the hardware hierarchy. It is also intrinsically related to process distribution criteria 
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(see Section 5.5.3) but considers distribution within the scope of the entire system as opposed to 
viewing distribution for one machine or process in isolation. Processes in the CDP can be inter-related 
as specified by process dependency trees and specifically caters towards implementing complex 
robotic behaviours. Process dependency trees allow complex processes to be modularised and 
interdependent, and enable functional process disaggregation and re-aggregation across the system, 
thus supporting distributed control with client-server inter-process relationships.  
Process distribution routing is a multi-step process that commences with a process distribution request 
(see Figure 51 for an example). In the first step shown in Figure 51, process P1 is required to be 
offloaded from Nao. Nao is only configured with group controller C1 which publishes a positive 
availability score prompting Nao to distribute P1 to C1. When P1’s distribution request arrives at C1, 
C1 first evaluates its hardware tier grouping which includes itself. C1 subsequently determines that 
none of the machines in its hardware tier grouping are available but then checks its configured list of 
group controllers, which include Nao and group controller C2. The CDP employs a simplistic 
constraint not to pass back a process distribution request to the last machine that made the request 
(this simplistic constraint is currently a shortcoming of the CDP as it does not explicitly prevent a 
distribution loop back to the originating machine) and thus, Nao is out of consideration. C2, however, 
is available due to its published positive availability score. Back in step 1, C1 would have added C2’s 
availability score to its own, where Nao deemed C1 as being available. The purpose of a particular 
group accumulating availability scores of all configured group controllers is used for advertising other 
potential hardware tier groupings through itself, even when its own grouped machines are unavailable. 
P2 distribution request is then at C2, which considers its grouped machines and deems drone D4 to be 
available. P1 is distributed to D4 where it resides and runs and maintains direct communication and 
interaction with Nao considering that all machines within the CDP are on the same network subnet. 
Network communications are abstracted by the NaoQi framework.  
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Figure 51. CDP process distribution routing (Nao picture [114] used with permission). 
The CDP’s process distribution routing is also implemented specifically to support process 
dependency tree structures that enable distribution of several interdependent processes (see Figure 52 
for an example). The CDP is able to allocate these processes essentially to any machine that is 
available provided it adheres to the distribution criteria. P2 has three dependent processes P4, P5 and 
P6, but they can be running separate machines: P6 runs on C1; P4 and P5 runs on D5. In this scenario, 
P1 maintains direct communication with P2, P4 and P5 due to functional dependency but P1 does not 
communicate with P6 simply because there is no functional need. Process dependency trees only 
provide a conceptual logical structure and it is up to the developer to implement custom functionality 
in each process. Dependency trees do not enforce inter-process interaction but rather provides the 
mechanisms to support it. Hence, from Figure 52, P6 has implemented functionality that 
communicates with P2 but not with P1.  
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Figure 52. Process distribution routing from a process dependency tree structure (Nao picture 
[114] used with permission). 
High performance and parallel computing approaches are also supported by the CDP. Process 
dependency trees can be organised into HPC models consisting of a head node spawning multiple 
processes on arrays of compute nodes. The CDP can adopt a HPC configuration and can be 
implemented to resemble an EMR framework (see Figure 53). The process dependency tree structure 
in the diagram shown in Figure 53 comprises a client process (CP), a head process (HP) and the 
associated parallel compute processes P1 through to Pn. HP is required to be directly connected to the 
compute processes as part of the EMR approach. The hardware tier groupings are structured to be 
synonymous with compute clusters. Group/Cluster A and B each have their own group controllers C1 
and C2, respectively, which are effectively head nodes in an EMR framework. The drone machines in 
each group correspond to the compute nodes and the compute processes are distributed in accordance 
with the distribution criteria. The CP is suited to running on Nao in this scenario.  
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Figure 53. HPC approach to process distribution routing (Nao picture [114] used with 
permission). 
5.5.7 Process Data Transfer and Storage 
Process distribution can involve associated data distribution (separate to meta-data) which includes 
large files and data structures that contain operational data (to be processed immediately) or storage 
data that is typically accessed sometime later after it has been stored. The CDP uses the secure copy or 
scp application, a “barebones” Linux command line tool to copy files and directories between 
machines. The scp application is launched externally from within a CDP module process.  
5.5.8 Security 
Security is an important aspect of any distributed system especially if it is accessible via the Internet 
but it is not within the scope of this project. 
5.5.9 Cloud Computing and Internet Services 
The CDP use of cloud computing and internet services is configurable and relatively flexible but it is 
heavily dependent on the robotic behaviour being implemented. How the CDP can integrate with 
cloud platforms and services is further discussed in Section 6.4.2. 
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6 Robot Social Behaviour Experiments 
Social behaviours which use the CDP have been implemented in the Nao robot to demonstrate the 
CDP’s performance and workings that utilise a range of robotic functions. This chapter describes 
experiments performed on Nao using the CDP and how the CDP is evaluated with these experiments. 
The software design will also be described for each behavioural experiment. The results are 
subsequently discussed with respect to the prescribed evaluation method. The conclusion is provided 
at the end of the chapter to summarise the experiment outcomes in light of the thesis objectives and 
future work.  
6.1 System Evaluation 
The CDP is developed as an API but is also specifically designed for dynamic distribution and 
parallelisation of computational processes across a distributed hardware hierarchy. Considering this 
thesis project’s main objective was to improve robotic performance, there are a few different 
approaches to determining the success of the CDP implementation. For developers, the success of an 
API is its usability. An API is the “glue” between software components [116] and provides software 
developers an interface to these components. Usability issues arising from trade-offs in API design 
have severe implications for the productivity of developers [117]. An API by itself can be evaluated 
according to a variety of techniques with quality metrics based on abstraction level, 
comprehensibility, consistency and discoverability [116]. The abstraction level defines what details 
are hidden or exposed to the developer in the API and can vary depending on the objective and 
functions of the API. Low-level APIs give developers access to the underlying system or hardware 
and thus provide a substantial amount of control and transparency. High-level APIs abstract the 
underlying hardware details away from the developer. The API must be comprehensible, learnable 
and well-understood by developers as it is at the heart of human-computer interaction [116]. 
Consistency in terms of APIs describes how much of the rest of an API can be inferred once part of it 
is learned [118]. Discoverability of an API refers to the quality of the API’s documentation and how 
easily the API can be learned. These metrics are considered to cover a broad range of quality 
indicators for an API but are not by any means a comprehensive list. API evaluation metrics can also 
differ depending on the type of API. For example, Service Orientated Architecture (SOA) APIs, 
which involve web and distributed systems, have the additional challenges of ensuring backend 
service relationships are well-understood. API quality metrics are inherently subjective as the API is 
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used directly by human developers and therefore based on human judgement. The evaluation results, 
which are essentially based on peer reviews, require human discernment as well.  
There are a variety of techniques for evaluating the API’s usability from a defined set of quality 
metrics. These techniques include traditional HCI techniques that perform user inspections, cognitive 
dimensions framework, the API walkthrough method and the concept maps method [116]. These 
methods are typically time consuming and heavily involve developer participants to assess the API via 
performing certain tasks or observations. Evaluation software such as Metrix [119] can also be used to 
automatically evaluate an API using software complexity metrics. The premise with the complexity 
metrics is that complex APIs are usually harder to use than simple APIs. Metrix uses visualisation 
techniques to convey the evaluation results. While automated software may seem to be an efficient 
evaluation technique, the main drawback is the limited accuracy and comprehension it provides 
compared to human analysis.  
The API quality metrics and evaluation techniques discussed are solely focused on evaluating 
developer usability and do not necessarily address the underlying functional software architecture. 
Whilst the CDP is implemented as an API with the NaoQi framework, the project’s focus is on the 
design of the paradigm and not its usability, considering the API part of the CDP is still in a prototype 
stage. Evaluating the CDP’s software architecture can be similarly performed with peer reviews but 
with reviewers that have expert knowledge in the field, namely of distributed systems, cloud 
computing and robotics. Metrics again need to be defined and would be based on qualitative 
measures. Evaluating the CDP with peer reviews either based on usability or software architecture is 
non-trivial and is outside the scope of this thesis but can be considered for future work.  
6.1.1 CDP Evaluation Method 
The approach for evaluating the CDP for this project is a demonstration of the functionalities using 
implemented robotic behaviours. The demonstration approach was chosen due to the CDP’s 
complexity and heterogeneity and is similar to other cloud robotics framework evaluations, such as 
DaVinci [34] and Rapyuta [30] (the RoboEarth cloud engine), which use custom performance 
measures specific to their respective systems. These performance measures were ultimately used to 
demonstrate functionality in this project. The CDP performance measures included time-stamped 
computational process sequences of social robotic behaviour execution. The combination of robot 
behaviours uses the full range of the hardware hierarchy which ensures that network latency on all 
levels is accountable.  
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6.2 Experiment System Configuration 
The system configuration used in the behavioural experiments has three hardware tiers: Nao, PC 
grouping and Cloud grouping. The PC and Cloud groupings each have a group controller and drone 
machine, which are PC1, PC2 and VM1, VM2, respectively (see Figure 54). PC1 also has a VPN 
server installed to allow VPN access for the cloud instances installed with VPN clients. The 
laboratory router on the LAN connects all the devices on the 192.168.1.x subnet but technically, the 
cloud VM instances access the router and its network through the bridged VPN connection on PC1. 
The connection lines in the diagram show the CDP’s configuration. VM1 is a group controller and is 
configured with the PC1 group controller. PC1 is configured with both VM1 and Nao as its group 
controllers and Nao is only configured with the PC1 group controller. Within the LAN, only PC1 and 
PC2 are connected to the Internet. Because Nao is not Internet connected in this scenario, the PC 
grouping is necessary to provide Internet access for Nao in terms of process distribution. Figure 55 
specifies the configuration for the CPU and memory usage thresholds and resource units for all three 
hardware tiers. 
 
Figure 54. System configuration used in behavioural experiments. 
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<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<CompDistribution>// Nao configuration 
    . . . 
    <systemMemoryUseThreshold>0</systemMemoryUseThreshold> 
    <systemCPUUseThreshold>0</systemCPUUseThreshold>  
    <hardwareResourceUnitCPU>7</hardwareResourceUnitCPU> 
    <hardwareResourceUnitMemory>5</hardwareResourceUnitMemory>     
    . . . 
</CompDistribution> 
 
<CompDistribution>// PC tier configuration 
    . . . 
    <systemMemoryUseThreshold>60.0</systemMemoryUseThreshold> 
    <systemCPUUseThreshold>95.0</systemCPUUseThreshold>  
    <hardwareResourceUnitCPU>0.01</hardwareResourceUnitCPU> 
    <hardwareResourceUnitMemory>0.2</hardwareResourceUnitMemory>     
    . . . 
</CompDistribution> 
 
<CompDistribution>// cloud VM tier configuration 
    . . . 
    <systemMemoryUseThreshold>60.0</systemMemoryUseThreshold> 
    <systemCPUUseThreshold>95.0</systemCPUUseThreshold>  
    <hardwareResourceUnitCPU>0.01</hardwareResourceUnitCPU> 
    <hardwareResourceUnitMemory>0.2</hardwareResourceUnitMemory>     
    . . . 
</CompDistribution> 
Figure 55. Resource threshold and unit configuration for the three hardware tiers: Cloud VM, 
PC and Nao. 
Network Time Protocol (NTP) daemons, namely the ntpd Linux tool, runs on all machines and 
synchronises the clock throughout the hardware hierarchy to maintain (best effort) consistent 
timestamps. Consistent timestamps are necessary when conducting behavioural experiments to ensure 
valid timing results. All machines except Nao have access to the Internet but only PC1 synchronises 
with the following Internet NTP servers: 0.au.pool.ntp.org, 1.au.pool.ntp.org, 
2.au.pool.ntp.org, 3.au.pool.ntp.org. The numeral prefix defines the stratum level which is 
a hierarchical definition of accuracy for NTP with 0 being the most accurate. All other machines clock 
synchronise with PC1 to ensure finer synchronicity. 
6.3 Behaviour Design and Experiments 
The robot experiments involved two main robot behaviours, a sound localisation and walking 
behaviour, and an object recognition and greeting behaviour. Both behaviours are within the same 
CDP system and are only segregated by their functions and software modularity (see the UML 
diagram in Figure 56). The sound localisation behaviour is initialised by the naomiWalk method 
within the SpeechDetectionReaction class and is activated by the voice command “Naomi 
walk”. The NaomiHello class contains the functionality of the object recognition and greeting 
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behaviour and is also activated by a similar voice command “Hello Naomi”. Both 
SpeechDetectionReaction and NaomiHello are CDP module processes inheriting from 
DistributionModule and ALModule. NaomiHello is a client process of 
SpeechDetectionReaction as specified in the XML process configuration (see Figure 57).  
DistributionModule ALModule
SpeechDetectionReaction NaomiHello
 
Figure 56. Overall behavioural system design. 
 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<CompDistribution> 
    . . .  
    <startingProcess> 
        <name>SpeechDetectionReaction</name> 
        <static>false</static> 
        <classType>0</classType> 
        <usageCPU>1</usageCPU> 
        <usageMemory>1</usageMemory> 
 
        <process> 
            <name>NaomiHello</name> 
            <static>false</static> 
            <classType>1</classType> 
            <usageCPU>0.5</usageCPU> 
            <usageMemory>0.5</usageMemory> 
        </process> 
    </startingProcess> 
</CompDistribution> 
Figure 57. Configuration for behavioural processes.  
6.3.1 System Network Latency Results 
Network latency is an inherent part of the CDPs performance. The Unix ping tool was used to 
measure the round trip network latency between the different hardware tiers in the hardware 
hierarchy. Ten ICMP packets were used to determine the minimum, average and maximum round trip 
times (see Table 12 for results). 
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Table 12. System network latency results. 
Network Latency Measurement Minimum (ms) Average (ms) Maximum (ms) 
Nao - - - VM1 3.368 5.578 18.134 
PC1 - - - VM1 2.245 3.019 4.662 
PC1 - - - Nao 0.894 1.307 2.767 
6.3.2 Sound Localisation and Walking Behaviour 
The sound localisation and walking behaviour uses Nao’s four microphones and NaoQi’s sound 
localisation function to locate a physical sound source, namely its own voice command “Naomi 
Walk”. The result from the sound localisation subsequently directs Nao to walk towards the sound 
source. The SpeechDetectionReaction class contains all the methods of the sound localisation 
behaviour (see the UML diagram in Figure 58). None of the sound localisation behaviour is offloaded 
by SpeechDetectionReaction, but SpeechDetectionReaction itself is a module process that 
is configured to be static. The voice command is detected by the lastWordRecognizedCallback 
method in which SpeechDetectionReaction first registers a dictionary of words to Nao. This 
dictionary contains both the “Naomi Walk” and “Hello Naomi” word strings which correlate to the 
voice commands of the two implemented behaviours.  
+naomiWalk()
+audioSourceCallback()
+lastWordRecognisedCallback()
+sonarLeftDetectedCallback()
+sonarRightDetectedCallback()
+processAudioCallbackBuffer()
+naomiWalkStop()
+distributionInit()
+distributionStop()
+getCustomParams()
+setCustomParams()
+clientProcesses
+naomiWalkInitialised
+audioSourceMutex
+naomiWalkMutex
SpeechDetectionReaction
 
Figure 58. The SpeechDetectionReaction class. 
The same “Naomi Walk” voice command is used as the sound source of the sound localisation 
processing. Once the voice command is detected (with sufficient confidence), Nao responds with 
“OK”. The sound source localisation uses the audioSourceCallback method to buffer localisation 
data held in NaoQi’s ALMemory objects. In the ALMemory objects, NaoQi’s sound localisation 
function provides the timestamp (seconds.microseconds) of the captured sound along with the azimuth 
(rad), elevation (rad) and confidence (between 0 and 1) values. The purpose of the buffering is to 
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perform an average of the buffered values for better accuracy due to the low accuracy of NaoQi’s 
sound localisation. NaoQi’s sound localisation is also limited to 120 degrees relative to Nao’s centre-
front (see Figure 59).  
 
Figure 59. “Naomi Walk” voice command to Nao’s 120 degree sound localisation range. 
The inter-process collaborations of the sound localisation and walking behaviour comprise multiple 
software callback components (see Figure 60). The sound buffer of ALMemory objects is processed by 
processAudioCallbackBuffer which averages the azimuth of all memory objects that occurred 
within the last configured time limit. The averaged azimuth is then passed into the naomiWalk 
method where the walk command is executed. Nao is only capable of using its sonar sensors to detect 
blocking objects and thus the two sonar callbacks sonarLeftDetectionCallback and 
sonarRightDetectionCallback (corresponding to the left and right sonars placed on Nao’s 
chest) are used to detect objects in front of Nao. When objects are detected within its safety distance 
configured at 20cm, Nao comes to a stop and calls naomiWalkStop. The behavioural state is reset 
with naomiWalkInitialised which is called from either of the sonar callbacks. 
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Figure 60. A collaboration diagram of the sound localisation and walking behaviour. 
The callback methods in this behaviour are event-driven and subsequently run in their own threads as 
designed by NaoQi. Multiple threads that access the same variable such as the audio callback buffer of 
ALMemory objects requires these functions to be thread safe. Thus SpeechDetectionReaction has 
two (C++ boost library) mutual exclusion (mutex) locks from the audioSourceMutex and 
naomiWalkMutex. The audioSourceCallback and processAudioCallbackBuffer methods 
share the audioSourceMutex and lock their critical sections from each other since one is getting 
live data from the real-world and the other is trying to operate on the data. naomiWalkMutex is used 
together with lastWordRecognizedCallback, naomiWalk, sonar Left and Right detection 
callbacks and naomiWalkStop. The sonar Left and Right detection callbacks are literally the same 
function competing for Nao to stop walking (both trying to execute naomiWalkStop) and so locks 
are necessary to prevent two naomiWalkStop’s being executed. The lock is also needed in 
lastWordRecognizedCallback so that when Nao just begins to stop walking, there is no conflict 
with a potential voice command to start executing the walk again. This behaviour also demonstrates 
the use of threading within the NaoQi framework for each module process.  
6.3.3 Sound Localisation Behaviour Performance Results 
Two sound localisation tests were performed with the performance results recorded as a series of 
time-stamped functions (shown as a timeline in Figure 61 and tabulated in Table 13). Both tests were 
performed with the user standing approximately 0.5 metres in front and slightly to the left of Nao. Nao 
was able to roughly locate the voice command sound and approximately walk towards the user, and 
then stop accordingly when it came within the configured proximity of the user. However, the two 
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tests differed markedly in their performance of approximately 6 seconds for their posture and 
orientation changes and illustrate the high variance in Nao’s reliability in physical movements. The 
starting state of a posture change sequence greatly affects how Nao auto-corrects itself first before 
commencing the posture change execution. The tests’ significantly different physical walking times 
was mainly due to the variance of the sonar’s detection of the stopping distance (from the user) as well 
as the inaccuracy of Nao’s sound localisation function and subsequent low fidelity of Nao’s 
orientation change. However, with regards to computational processing, Test 2 noticeably lagged with 
its slow “OK” voice response of 2.35 seconds compared to Test 1’s 0.884 seconds. The audio buffer 
callback processing was relatively quick in both tests. 
A sample live demonstration of the sound localisation and walking behaviour can be viewed at the 
following video shared link: https://www.dropbox.com/s/tg0kgci26zj9lq0/NaoDemoHD.mp4?dl=0 . 
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Figure 61. Sound localisation and walking behaviour timing results (timeline). 
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Table 13. Sound localisation and walking behaviour timing results (table). 
 Time step (s) 
Behaviour Method/Routine Test 1 Test 2 
Voice command detected: 
lastWordRecognisedCallback 
0 0 
Nao voice response “OK” completed +0.884 +2.35 
Processed audio callback buffer +0.004 +0.039 
Nao walk start +0.0001 +0.0004 
Posture and orientation changed, walk 
command executed 
+8.130 +0.77 
Object (via sonar) detected, stop walk 
command executed 
+3.280 +8.8 
Total: 12.2981s 11.9594s 
6.3.4 Object Recognition with Greeting Behaviour 
The object recognition and greeting behaviour is similar to Google’s objection recognition GraspIt! 
robot described in Section 4.4.1. But instead of using Google Goggles, the CDP behaviour uses a 
similar Google service called Search by Image [120]. Google Search lets users upload images via its 
web interface to search for matching pictures and descriptions. Google returns a list of pictures and 
corresponding descriptions and makes a best guess at what the uploaded picture is. Typically, Search 
by Image only works for well-known objects such as apples and dogs and Google doesn’t always have 
a best guess available. Where the CDP object recognition behaviour differs with Google’s GraspIt! 
robot is how the processes are organised and distributed.  
The object recognition behaviour, named NaomiHello, is a client process of 
SpeechDetectionReaction and is also a distributable non-static process (shown in Figure 54). 
The module class design of NaomiHello is very simple but it uses a variety of local and external 
components. The overall function is for Nao to take a photo and upload it to perform a Search by 
Image, which attempts to recognise the object. Then, Nao uses the result to execute a greeting by 
saying “Hello, I think you are a <identified object name>.” Therefore, the behaviour functions also 
use the full (vertical) length of the CDP’s computational hardware hierarchy. Since Google’s Search 
by Image API is currently not publicly available, the object recognition behaviour uses a free open 
source python program called sbi which interfaces to Google Search by Image’s web interface 
programmatically. One of the current limitations of sbi is the need for uploaded images to be specified 
as a public HTTP URL. Hence, as a simple solution, an Apache HTTP web server was setup on one of 
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the cloud VMs, VM1, to be used as an upload destination for Nao’s object photos. Note that only the 
cloud VM instances have public static IPs in this experiment setup which makes it the only place to 
install an Internet-facing web server. Pictures taken from Nao are copied via scp to VM1’s public web 
server directory where subsequent URL addresses are passed into sbi as arguments. 
Like with the sound localisation behaviour, the voice command is first detected by 
SpeechDetectionReaction which then calls upon NaomiHello to be executed (see Figure 62). 
NaomiHello is not configured to be a starting process and so SpeechDetectionReaction 
attempts to distribute NaomiHello. There is a requirement that NaomiHello can only run either on 
Nao or VM1 since CDP uses scp to copy files across the system, namely from Nao to VM1 which has 
the web server, and this requirement is specified by its own special class type 2, recognised by group 
controllers. Due to this contrived scenario Nao has no resources at all and is forced to offload to its 
only configured group controller, PC1. PC1 is not able to distribute NaomiHello to its group due to 
the class type 2 requirement of the process and thus forwards the process distribution request to VM1. 
VM1 accepts the process distribution request and lets NaomiHello reside and begins executing its 
behaviour. NaomiHello subsequently takes a photo from Nao, copies the saved image (on Nao) to 
VM1’s web server public directory and executes the sbi program to perform a Google search by 
image. Once Google’s search by image is completed, either with a best guess or unavailable result, 
NaomiHello executes Nao’s voice greeting. 
 
Figure 62. Process distribution sequence of the object recognition and greeting behaviour. 
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6.3.5 Object Recognition Behaviour Performance Results 
Three sound localisation tests were performed with the performance results recorded as a series of 
time-stamped functions (shown in Table 13). The following objects were used in the object 
recognition tests: a student Translink Go Card (Test 3), an ING Visa debit card (Test 4) and a Sharp 
EL-506V calculator (Test 5). Test 5, where the object was unable to be identified, was the fastest with 
a total time of 8.542 seconds. Both Tests 3 and 4 successfully identified their objects but Test 3’s 
object lookup ran faster than Test 4’s by approximately 1.5 seconds and this shows the performance 
variance of Google’s Search by Image for different images. Most of the routines completed within 10 
milliseconds with some exceptions being the object lookup and voice response methods which 
completed in the order of seconds. Test 3, however, registered some abnormal delays in its process 
offload and lookup object start methods, which were both approximately 0.5 seconds. As also seen in 
the sound localisation behaviour, Nao’s voice response times can vary. Tests 3 and 4’s voice response 
times were close to 1.5 seconds whereas Test 5’s was almost half that time at approximately 0.8 
seconds. 
A sample live demonstration of the object recognition behaviour can be viewed at the following video 
shared link: https://www.dropbox.com/s/tg0kgci26zj9lq0/NaoDemoHD.mp4?dl=0 . 
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Figure 63. Object recognition behaviour timing results (timeline). 
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Table 14 Object recognition behaviour timing results (table). 
 Time step (s) 
Behaviour Method/Routine Test 3: 
Student Translink 
Go Card 
Test 4:  
ING Visa Debit 
Card 
Test 5:  
Sharp EL-506V 
calculator 
Nao: Voice command detected, 
lastWordRecognisedCallback 
0  0 0 
Nao: voice response “Hello” completed +1.451 +1.233 +0.769 
Nao: Process parameters serialised +0.003 +0.003 +0.005 
Nao: Preparing distribution, calculating 
parameters 
+0.007 +0.007 +0.003 
Nao: Process offloaded +0.007 +0.028 +0.007 
PC1: Process distribution request 
received 
+0.005 +0.004 +0.005 
PC1: Preparing distribution, calculating 
parameters 
+0.0003 +0.0003 +0.0002 
PC1: Process offloaded +0.517 +0.004 +0.004 
VM1: Process distribution request 
received 
+0.0005 +0.002 +0.002 
VM1: deserialise process +0.004 +0.0001 +0.0001 
VM1: lookup object start +0.428 +0.0003 +0.0002 
VM1: lookup object result obtained +7.837 +6.348 +5.437 
VM1: Nao result object voice response 
completed 
+3.320 +3.997 +2.294 
VM1: Execute reset command +0.00003 +0.00003 +0.0001 
Nao: Behaviour reset +0.128 +0.100 +0.015 
Total 13.708s 11.727s 8.542s 
Object Recognition Result “Go Card Qld” “Rbs Visa Classic 
Low Rate” 
N/A 
 
6.4 Discussion 
From the behavioural experiment results presented in Section 6.3, the CDP implementation operated 
successfully with the functional execution of the sound localisation and object recognition by Nao. 
The CDP was able to correctly distribute the computational processes and supported the social robotic 
behaviours in its intended framework. In terms of practicality, however, Nao is not very functionally 
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reliable or stable with its physical movements and often falls over when conducting experiments that 
involve walking. Thus, the sound localisation and walking behaviour in its entirety was expected to 
have inconsistent outcomes relating to how far it turned and walked, although Nao’s physical 
unreliability did not detract from its computational functions. Nao’s ability to locate a sound source is 
generally not very accurate either. The physical turning of Nao towards a direction can also be clumsy 
and very coarse-grained which compounds the problem of its unreliability to walk towards the 
intended target. Nao’s speech recognition abilities, however, are fairly good and it is able to recognise 
the voice command almost all the time but they are subject to occasional delays. Usually the voice 
response is completed within less than a second of issuing the voice command but can be delayed by 
approximately 1-2 seconds as seen in Test 2. Overall, the computational aspects of the sound 
localisation behaviour were practically instantaneous as expected with the audio callback processing 
completed well within 50ms, which is within the human response time requirement of 200 
milliseconds (discussed in Section 2.1). By extrapolating the timing results, the CDP enabled Nao to 
begin changing its posture and orientation in preparation for walking as soon as the voice response 
was completed.  
Since the sound localisation behaviour is a self-contained module process that completely runs on 
Nao, any distribution enabled by this behaviour would be, by definition, slower due to distribution and 
network latency overheads. Processes which need access to Nao’s sensors and actuators run fastest 
when also run on Nao, such as the microphones used by the sound localisation processing. Remote 
procedure calls are always going to be slower than local procedure calls within the NaoQi or any 
distributed systems framework. The CDP supports strictly onboard module processes by allowing 
them to be configured as static and never distributed from their assigned machine. The key 
demonstration in the sound localisation behaviour is the CDP’s support for processes that entirely 
encapsulates its own complexity, in particular multi-threading. The NaoQi framework supports multi-
threading by default (given the callback architecture) and module processes can additionally create 
their own threads but also must ensure their own thread safety. 
The object recognition behaviour in comparison to the sound localisation behaviour is much more 
complex in terms of process distribution. The performance benefits are also clearer from the object 
recognition behaviour mainly because it uses a search engine infrastructure as part of its functionality, 
namely Google’s Search by Image infrastructure. Searching by image on an Internet scale is only 
available at the cloud hardware tier as it is infeasible to implement this functionality on current 
desktop PCs and mobile robots due to the sheer magnitude of computation. Performance benefits can 
be seen as a derivation of functional capabilities offered by the CDP, which otherwise would not be 
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available, much like other cloud robotic platforms and implementations. As expected, the search by 
image function by far consumed the most time in each object recognition test which ranged from 
approximately 5 to 8 seconds (see Table 14). It is interesting to know that an unsuccessful result for 
Google’s Search by Image, as in the case of Test 3, was a faster search result than the tests which had 
successfully identified objects. Overall, the object recognition’s behaviour’s response time is 
relatively slow, ranging from 8.5 to almost 14 seconds which falls well short of the 200 milliseconds 
human response time requirement. Of course, the immense lag is primarily due to the functional 
operations as opposed to distribution related protocols.  
Network latency is the biggest performance bottleneck within the CDP for trivial processes as seen in 
the object recognition timing results (see Table 14). LAN network latency typically can be up to the 
order of tens of milliseconds whereas WAN network latency can be in the order of seconds depending 
on the communication end point locations. In the experimental hardware hierarchy setup, network 
latency is approximately in the range of 1 to 20 milliseconds (see Table 12). Most of the process time 
steps that run within the same machine, either on the PC and cloud VM, are below 1 millisecond but 
are approximately 10 milliseconds on the Nao due to the slower hardware. The actual distribution 
issued by the process distribution requests occur when the process is offloaded (see Process Offloaded 
routines in Table 14). The process offload is in fact an internal asynchronous event raised within 
NaoQi and so does not block completion of the remote procedure, however it still must wait for a 
network handshake. Process distribution request received routines shortly follow process offloaded 
routines (see Table 14) on the destined machine and from the results take approximately 2-5 
milliseconds. Note that the NTP clock synchronisation may not be accurate which may cause timing 
anomalies such as the 0.5 second and 0.5 millisecond time steps in Test 3, specifically for the “PC1: 
process offloaded” and “VM1: process distribution request received” routines respectively.  
How a process is routed in the CDP hardware hierarchy significantly determines the performance of a 
behaviour. In the design and implementation of the object recognition behaviour (see Figure 62), the 
naomiHello process’s routing may not be the most optimised path. The lack of efficiency is due to 
its need to be distributed to VM1 which in turn is due to its use of scp, which solely functions to copy 
files between one machine and another machine. Potentially there could be a function in the CDP 
which would allow transfers between any two machines in the system, instantiated by an external 
process. The data transfer would then be separate from the module processes, but currently the CDP 
lacks any substantial storage or data transfer solution (further discussed in Section 6.4.1). Despite this, 
the object recognition behaviour was inevitably always going to wait for Google Search by Image to 
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complete. Therefore, the distribution routing is only as effective as its slowest link and even optimal 
routing strategies may not be beneficial.  
As much as the CDP was intended to be cross-platform, NaoQi’s limitation of using Nao ties the CDP 
to a pre-defined support for various hardware and operating systems. Cross-platform support is most 
important in areas where the CDP obtains system resource values such as memory and CPU usage. 
The current CDP implementation only supports Ubuntu Linux. Virtualising robot hardware, much like 
RoboEarth’s hardware abstraction layer [111], remains as a potential development area for the CDP. 
6.4.1 Storage and Data Transfer Improvements 
The CDP does not have an explicit data storage or transfer solution and instead relies on the OS file 
system and scp which is acceptable for small amounts of data but is not scalable with the rest of the 
system. The problem of using scp is further compounded by the fact that it is an external application 
to the CDP and thus any error handling or diagnostics would be external as well. An improved 
solution would be to integrate the storage and data transfers as part of the CDP’s process distribution 
but it is a significant challenge that remains as an area for future work. Data transfer volumes should 
also be part of process distribution criteria and employ protocols to ensure reliable data transfer and 
storage. Mass distributed storage using a Hadoop like framework, database management systems or 
cloud storage are potential storage solutions too and would allowing storage to scale proportionally 
with the CDPs computational hardware hierarchy. Each machine or hardware tier grouping should 
have access to a storage or cache facility. 
6.4.2 CDP Cloud Computing Integration 
The CDP can use any hardware (configured with an IP) clustered in a hardware tier grouping to 
efficiently make use of these resources. Cloud computing infrastructure, however, is slightly different 
from simply adding another hardware device to the hardware hierarchy and depends on the cloud 
service model being adopted. In the basic case of using cloud hardware, which is to statically 
provision cloud VM instances (as in the current CDP’s implementation using NeCTAR), the cloud 
instance has the following features or advantages: 
 Internet connected and thus capable of accessing Internet services. 
 Public static IP address used. 
 Commercial server-volume resources allocated far beyond a desktop PC. 
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 Cloud VM resources may be changed (depending on the cloud service), but this typically is 
not dynamic or to be performed during runtime. 
 Static provisioning of VM instances is easier than installing physical hardware. 
When considering cloud PaaS models, such as Amazon Elastic Beanstalk and Amazon EMR or other 
HPC cloud services, the CDP begins to overlap and potentially conflict with some functional areas. 
For example, Amazon Elastic Beanstalk is a cloud software platform used for developing web 
applications that abstracts infrastructure and Amazon EMR lets users perform massive parallel (HPC) 
computation in the cloud. The CDP attempts to be a hybrid for both types of systems where it 
somewhat replaces Hadoop (used in EMR frameworks) but is also a software platform that enables 
developers to create distributed robotic applications using a cloud infrastructure. What the CDP 
currently lacks in comparison to both systems is the compute and storage resource elasticity which is 
essentially only available in an Internet-scale cloud environment where hardware is virtualised. The 
CDP currently does not virtualise hardware but only abstracts the hardware making process 
distribution cross-platform. Hence for future work, cloud platforms could be potentially combined 
with the CDP in essentially three different approaches: 
1. The CDP can employ a cloud HPC or EMR service to be a node within the CDP, which is 
similar to DaVincis’s architecture in its use of a ROS master node. Particular processes 
requiring high performance parallel computing are distributed to HPC nodes. The parallel 
processes are independent and non-interactive and thus enable high concurrency.  
2. An elastic cloud platform can be used to dynamically provision cloud VM instances that are 
treated as additional CDP compute nodes. The cloud VM instances are like any other CDP 
node in the system.  
3. All hardware devices and machines, including robots, can be virtualised compute and storage 
resources while retaining optimising strategies in terms of clustering and hardware tier 
groupings. Only application level compute and storage capabilities are virtualised with the 
exception of specific robot hardware such as microcontrollers and physical functions. 
Virtualising special hardware such as GPU clusters would also be an advantage in conjunction 
with implementing GPU software support in the CDP.  
6.5 Conclusion 
This project aimed to improve robotic computational performance in a social robotics context through 
the implementation of CDP, a software platform which adopts a novel inter-disciplinary approach 
involving multi-tier hierarchical-based systems, HPC, distributed and parallel computing, cloud 
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robotics and autonomous robot control. As demonstrated in the sound localisation and object 
recognition behaviours, the CDP is able to run and distribute processes of varying computational time 
scales across a hardware hierarchy to cater for the challenging response time requirements in human-
robot social interaction. Fast computational time scale processes run on the robot whereas slow 
computational time scale processes run off-board with increased network latency relative to the robot. 
Cloud-based services such as Google’s Search by Image make it functionally possible for a robot of 
limited computational hardware, like the Nao, to perform extremely computationally intensive 
behaviours. The primary focus of the CDP is to supplement the gap between high performance and 
parallel computing and distributed control and subsequently allow developers to capitalise on this 
feature when implementing new robot social behaviours. The results demonstrate that autonomous 
mobile robots clearly benefit from a parallel computing and distributed control paradigm that utilises 
an off-board compute and storage infrastructure (eg. cloud) that far exceeds their own onboard 
capabilities. The robotic software platform provided by the CDP offers a unique computational 
distribution paradigm that is not available in current state-of-the-art robot platforms. In summary, the 
Nao’s CDP implemented behaviours demonstrated the CDP’s ability to: 
 Support complex hardware and network heterogeneity including cloud infrastructure 
 Dynamically distribute module processes across a hardware hierarchy 
 Process distribution routing based on resource and performance criteria 
 Configure process dependencies and maintain distributed control 
 Use an external Internet service 
 Support (local) multi-threading in conjunction with application level concurrency 
Although the CDP is still a prototype and lacks functionality in security, storage and data transfer, it 
can serve as a new approach to how computational performance can be improved not just for robotics, 
but for any computational process. The architecture of the CDP has shown that utlising a hardware 
hierarchy within a virtualised network is critical for seamless process distribution. Such an 
environment enables HPC paradigms to be coupled with distributed control within the dynamic 
process distribution allowing inter-dependent processes to freely interact or execute concurrently as 
dictated by their configuration parameters. These highly flexible distributed processes can be very 
useful in a multi-robot system that involves collaborative control and data sharing and is potentially an 
area of future development for the CDP. Like ROS, the CDP’s purpose is not to replace all other robot 
software platforms but to supplement and integrate with other platforms. Its flexibility in 
incorporating software libraries and external programs and frameworks enables a wider scope of 
solutions. 
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In conclusion, the CDP robotic software platform developed in this thesis along with the implemented 
behaviours in the Nao have demonstrated the positive performance benefits of using the CDP in 
robotic social interaction and general computation. The inter-disciplinary approach used, specifically 
the combination of HPC, distributed systems and robot control architecture is key to the CDP’s 
novelty and its support for complex heterogeneous robotic systems. 
6.6 Future Work 
The CDP’s areas for potential future work are listed as follows: 
 Develop distributed storage and data transfer capabilities as part the CDP’s core functions. 
 Improve process distribution criteria and optimise for the best distribution routing path within 
the hardware hierarchy. This includes calibrating the Availability Score’s weight constants. 
 Implement system security, although this is heavily dependent on how the network 
architecture is designed. 
 Revise the CDP’s network architecture to forgo the use of a VPN and support an Internet-scale 
scenario not limited by network infrastructure constraints. 
 Implement cross-platform support to integrate with a wider range of autonomous mobile 
robots. 
 Virtualise all hardware across the LAN and WAN (which is related to cross platform support). 
 Experiment with the CDP to incorporate uniform process distribution configurations for group 
controllers and hardware tier groupings deployed specifically for HPC and EMR 
environments. Cloud HPC platforms and services can be further employed to extend the 
compute and storage capabilities.  
 Incorporate more distributed and collaborative control paradigms into the CDP in order to 
enable data sharing and collaborative behaviours in multi-robot systems. 
 Progress the API’s maturity in terms of a professional product which includes clear separation 
of developer and API code, documentation, installation support and quality evaluation.  
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Appendix A 
A.1 Project Source Code and Resources 
The project source code and other related downloads are publicly available on a BitBucket repository 
at the following link: https://bitbucket.org/bsong/naocompdistribution.git  
A.2 Project Origins from the iRat 
 
Figure 64. 2014 NeuroEng and Temporal Dynamics of Learning Conference (TDLC) Poster 
Presentation. 
A.3 Computational Time Scales in the Brain 
There are similar computational time scales in the brain where for example if a doctor stimulates a 
patient’s knee, specifically the patellar tendon, the knee would jerk first before the patient realises or 
feels that his knee has just reflexed. The knee-jerk phenomenon is a reflex which is defined as a quick 
movement that occurs in response to something before you realise the movement happened or as a 
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local motor response to a local sensation. The knee-jerk reflex is an example of a monosynaptic (one 
synapse) reflex where the sensory neuron directly synapses on the motor neuron and there is only one 
synapse that occurs in the spinal cord for monosynaptic reflexes. A polysynaptic reflex is where at 
least one interneuron interposes between the sensory neuron and motor neuron in the spinal cord. The 
electrical impulse would inherently take longer to travel from the sensory neuron to the motor neuron 
due the extra interneurons in between.  
The anatomical connects the components of reflex, namely the receptor for the stimulus, sensory and 
motor neurons and the effector. Receptors are specialised groups of nerve endings that respond to 
stimuli. The sensory neuron transmits information about an external environmental change inwards to 
the Central Nervous System (CNS) and the brain. The cells within the CNS that comprise the control 
centre receive sensory information from the environment and processes this information which then, if 
necessary, generates motor commands destined for effectors. Interneurons are neurons that link 
between sensory neurons and motor neurons or other internal linking neurons across different parts of 
the CNS. Motor neurons transmits information outwards away from the CNS to muscles, glands or 
effector tissue that commands the activity of the effector, which is essentially a muscle or gland 
capable of responding to commands already evaluated by the control centre. These pathways control 
automatic unconscious hard-wired responses to specific sensory stimuli.  
Monosynaptic reflexes usually have very quick response times. The reflex only takes as long to 
respond as it takes for the sensory neuron to communicate with the spinal cord, cross the synapse to 
the motor neuron, which then comes out of the motor neuron to the muscle to cause contraction. The 
patient’s realisation of the knee-jerk comes after the movement because it takes more time for the 
information to travel through the spinal cord, to the brain, and ultimately to the many synapses within 
the brain that enables the patient’s sensation of the movement. This is an example of parallel 
processing at varying time scales using different computational resources (ie. neurons) to compute 
separate functions required from the same original stimulus.  
Although the brain does exhibit parallel processing, the psychological refactory period (PRP) states 
that humans typically cannot perform two tasks at once. When two objectives are presented to a 
person within a short time interval, processing the first objective delays processing the second.  
Behavioural experiments have led to the proposal that peripheral perceptual and motor stages continue 
to operate in parallel, and that only a central decision stage induces a serial bottleneck.  
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Despite the functional computation of brain cognition being made up of cellular components, the 
concepts are somewhat similar to that of computer and software multi-tier architectures as described 
previously. The mechanics of parallel processing of different functions originating from the same 
stimulus can be applied to distributed computing designs and obviously, robotics. By applying these 
concepts of computational time scales identified in both the brain and computing, robotic behavioural 
processes can then also be implemented on a similar computational hardware hierarchy to enact a 
robot’s behaviours.  
 
 
 
